


S T E L L I N G E N

Bij de beschrijving van meson-diffraktiedissociatie met het Deck-

model is het noodzakelijk de nukleon-heliciteitseigenschappen van

de benedenvertexamplitude in rekening te brengen zodra men de

partiële golven van het mesonsysteem wil bepalen.

(Edmond L. Berger and J.T. Donohue, Phys.Rev. D15 (1977) 790.)

De O~O+(Kirir) partiële golf waarin het nir-gedeelte spinloos is .kan

veelal beter beschreven worden met een andere dan de

Ke-parametri8atie. Het bestaan van een 0 0+(Ke)-resonantie ver-

dient dan ook meer experimentele bevestiging«

(G.W. Brandenburg et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 36 (1976) 1239.)
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III

Bij het bepalen van de p°-cross-sektie in ir+ir~-massaverdelingen

van K p-eindtoestanden met hoge multipliciteit, zonder dat er

eenduidige deeltjes-identifikatie mogelijk is, is het essentieel

het effekt van de K -resonantie op - de vorm van de

ir ir -achtergrond in rekening te brengen.

IV

Het gebruik van kringlooppapier zal worden gestimuleerd wanneer

reproduktie-apparatuur e.d. meer wordt aangepast voor de verwer-

king van ook deze papiersoort.



•A

Nekwervelslijtage bij het bezoek aan bibliotheken zou kunnen wor-

den verminderd (voordat- er een internationale afspraak tussen

uitgevers bestaat over de normering van de stand van boektitels)

door de werken zodanig op te stellen dat alle vertikale rugtitels

in dezelfde richting gelezen kunnen worden. De richting van

boven naar beneden verdient dan de voorkeur.

(J.H. Santema, 'Modellen in de wetenschap en de toepassing

daarvan', Delft 1979.)

VI

In landen waar een alkoholprobleem bestaat is het moeilijk ver-

krijgbaar zijn van licht-alkohólische dranken een tegenwerkende

faktor voor een oplossing van dat probleem.

VII
Hypotheekbanken verkopen ons de koe maar blijven de uier vasthou-
den.

VIII

Het verlaten van een supermarkt dient, wanneer men er geen arti-

kel heeft gevonden dat men wenst, even gemakkelijk te zijn als

het betreden ervan. ,

Nijmegen, 2 november 1979 Joris Vergeest
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CHAPTER 1 .

I N T R O D U C T I O N .

'•:>!'•-

During the last years, a lot of experimental information has

become available on the partial wave content of the KTT7T systems

produced in the diffractive process Kp •> (Kirir)p. While the pres-

ence of the K (1420) (with spin-parity J =2 ) in these data has

been known for a long time, the nature of the other J waves (0 ,
+ - :•

1 , 2 ,...) was not clear. The first aim of all analyses was the
p + *

understanding of the strong and complex J =1 K IT production at

low Kmr mass, v

Double peripheral exchange amplitudes in the Deck model

predict a low-mass 1 (K IT) enhancement, but never fully explained

the data.

In addition, the quark model predicts two Q-resonances (with

JP=1 ) both of which could be expected to be produced diffrac-

tively.

The partial wave analysis of the KIT-IT systems made i t possi-

ble to describe properly the large background (consisting of sev-
p + if

eral J waves) under the 1 (K ir). However, such an analysis in-

volves many free parameters and can be successfully performed

only if a large number of experimental events is available.

The first clear evidence for KTTTT 1 resonance production

came from the partial wave analysis of the high statistics
± ± + -

K~p •+ (K IT IT )p data at 13 GeV/c. Two Q resonances were claimed,

one decaying mainly into Kp, the other mainly into K ir. Several

models that included 1 Deck amplitudes and 1 resonances could

describe these results.

Here we make use of the high statistics bubble chamber data

with 4.2 GeV/c incident K momentum, where the Knr system is de-

tectable through the three final states



K~p -*• K~7r~7r+p

- o - o
K
- o + -
K ir ir n .

These data give rise to the following possibilities:

1. Comparison of the first two final states, which are related by

isospin, allows a check on the results if the final states are

analysed independently.

2. Isospin contributions to several partial wav<a can be obtained

from the two different K % decay modes in the second final

state.

3. Comparison of the results on diffractive KTHT production with

those at higher energies provides a large enough lever-arm to

study the very important question of the energy dependence of

several partial waves.

4. Results can be compared to those for non-diffractive

KTTTT production in the third final state, where the background

under the Q'I3 is expected to be smaller. The cross section

for this process falls strongly with increasing c.m.s. energy,

so that our relatively low energy is an additional advantage.

The disadvantage of being at low energy is the larger over-

lap of several processes in the same final state.

A description of the different final states is given in

chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes generally the properties of the

low mass Kirir systems and the selections we applied to the data to

get event samples suited for analysis. In chapter 4 the partial

wave analysis method is briefly reviewed and the assumptions and

modifications we introduced are discussed. In chapter 5 the par-

tial wave results of the diffractive data analysis are presented.

Production and decay properties of several Kmr states are ob-

tained from the mass, momentum and energy dependence of the

waves. The results on the non-diffractive data are given in

chapter 6.

10



CHAPTER 2.

T H E E X P E R I M E N T A L D A T A .

The data used in this thesis come from an experiment in

which the CERN 2-metre bubble chamber, filled with liquid hydro-

gen, was exposed to K mesons at 4.2 GeV/c nominal momentum [1].

In the period 1967 to 1974 approximately 3.1 million picture tri-

plets were obtained.

All pictures have been scanned for interactions of the inci-

dent K~ mesons with the protons of the liquid hydrogen. Charged

particles produced in a reaction are in general visible on the

picture as tracks with curvature depending on the momentum of the

particle and on the known homogenious magnetic field in the bub-

ble chamber. Neutral particles are not visible but may decay in-

side the bubble chamber into a positive and a negative particle

and thus be indirectly measured (V° decay).

Of all possible interactions we selected for our investiga-

tions the following three final states:

rs
if
5 -—:,

K p •*• K T! IT p (2.1)

K~p ->• K°Tr~Tr°p

K. p -*• K IT ir n

(2.2)

(2.3)

In the next sections we discuss the ambiguity problems of

each final state and we calculate the final state cross sections

and micrbbarn equivalents.

I



2.1. The final state K p ->- K ir ir p.

Events of the final state K p •+ K IT IT p .have a four-prong

topology in the bubble chamber. About 1/3 of all four-prongs

correspond to the final state K~ir~ir+p. These events are selected

by the requirement that they give a 4C kinematical fit. [1,2] to

the desired hypothesis. In addition, if one or more of the final

state particles have sufficiently low momentum, one can directly

identify the particle rest masses on the basis of track density

(ionisation). Events with the K~ decaying inside the bubble

chamber are also included in our sample.

We have considered only those events which have their pro-

duction vertex inside the so-called fiducial volume of the

chamber (INVOL cut). This volume is optimised so that incoming

and outgoing tracks are long enough for a precise measurement

of the curvature. We have removed events with beam

parameters (momentum and angles) far, off the average values.

These BEAM cuts have been defined for each experimental run sep-

arately. The average beam momentum, for example, of the differ-

ent runs varied between 4.09 and 4.25 GeV/c. 45241 events fulfil

the INVOL and BEAM criteria.

Of these 45241 events fitting the 4C hypothesis, 4675 are

ambiguous with another hypothesis. In the majority of the cases

(70%) the ambiguous hypothesis is of the same final state but

_- with the masses of the two negative particles interchanged. (The

<, similar ambiguity with the two positive particles occurs rarely

':,' at our beam momentum.) This K~/ir~ ambiguity happens under two

s| conditions.- The first is that for both hypotheses K~ir~ir+p and

|i ir~K~ir+p energy and momentum conservation is fulfilled. In this

\' case the program GRIND cannot distinguish between the two posi-

• bilities. The second condition is that the laboratory momenta of
y

% the two negative particles are higher than approximately 0.85

; GeV/c, as then no identification of the tracks is possible on

' basis of ionisation.

12
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Fig. 2.1. Laboratory momentum of the K~ particle versus that of

tfie IT particle, (a) of all K~ir~ir+p events and (b) of

the K~/IT~ ambiguous events. The density normalisations

of the scatterplots are arbitrary. The curves corres-

pond to AE = 16 MeV.

c) The AE distribution of ail and (shaded) of the

K /IT ambiguous events.
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Figure 2.1a shows the lab. momentum of the K particle

versus that of the IT" for all 4C hypotheses of the data. In fig.

2.1b only those events which are K /it ambiguous are plotted.

They are mainly concentrated along the line |p -| = |p -|with

|p| ;> 0.8 GeV/c. Indeed, for these events there is only a small

difference AE between the total lab. energy of the final state

particles when K~ and ir~ are interchanged.

The AE distribution of ail and (shaded) K /IT ambiguous

events are shown in fig 2.1c. The vertical line corresponds to

AE = 16 MeV; 78% of the K /TT ambiguous events are below this

line. To reduce the ambiguity level in a later stage of the ana-

lysis we will apply the cut AE > 16 MeV. The events between the

curves of fig. 2.1a and 2.1b are removed by this cut.

For more details on the remaining kinds of ambiguity we

refer to the work of P.M.Heinen [3], in which the same data (with

400

0)

O

\
cn
i—
•z.
LU
>
LU

300-

0.

Fig. 2.1. (continued).
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. smaller statistics) have been used for a partial wave analysis of
1 the Tvirp system.

| As final state cross section we use the value obtained by

f Heinen [3]:

a(K~p •*• K"ir~ir+p) = 1.22 ± 0.06 mb.

The error, mainly due to the systematic uncertainty, we have es-

- timated to be 5%. As a check we calculated the cross section

• with a small subsample of the data using x normalisation (to be

discussed in the next section) and found a - 1.11 ± 0.06' mb, in

agreement with the above value.

?or use in our analysis we have applied the following addi-

tional selections on the data: If an event fitted two 4C hy-

potheses and the chi-rsquared probability of one was larger than 5

times that of the other, we only accepted the hypothesis with the

higher probability. In addition we have applied an overall pro-

bability cut at 3%. The number of events left is then ,42109.

The corresponding microbarn equivalent is given in table 2.3, to-

gether with the results of final state (2.2) and (2.3). 7.4% of

the events in the final sample have two acceptable 4C hypotheses

(before application of the AE cut), and 2.4% is ambiguous with a

non-4C hypothesis.

2.2. The final state K p ->- K°TT ir°p.

j|i 51973 events give a 1C fit to the hypothesis K p -*• K°7r~ir p.

f:\ They have a two-prong + V° topology: the K° decays into

:• IT IT inside the bubble chamber. After the BEAM and INVOL cuts

; (as described in the previous section) and removal of events with

•: the K decay vertex being outside a so-called INLITE volume or

•- too close to the production vertex (projected distance smaller

than 3 mm), 49002 events are left. Of these 8.5% are ambiguous.

15



~ We calculate the cross section of the final state using the

I method of T decay (K -*• ir ir TT ) normalisation [4]:

N <p >
x beam

where a(i) (mb) = cross section of final state (i)

N- = number of events in final state (i)

N . = number of decays in the relevant data

sample

<p > (GeV/c)= average beam momentum,
beam

T decays were scanned and measured in a part of the film,

ise our cross section calculation on

found in this sample of film (sample I).

He base our cross section calculation on the 31249 K n t p events

Table 2.1. Ambiguities for the sample I K IT ir p hypotheses,

hypothesis!*] number of events

4C hypotheses 154
-o + -
R u i n (1C) 766

(OC) 504

R V K ° A ° (1C) 309

RVK°(MM) (OC) 762

pK~K°K° (1C) 215

pK K°(MM) (OC) 89

K IT K E (1C) 23o
o

hyps, with A decay ' . 371

other ( a l l z | s | > 3 ) ' 208

total 3616

16

[*] The symbol MM stands for more than one neutral

particle.



To determine the true number of events in the final state we

must consider the possibility that events fitting the 1C hypo-

thesis are in fact not a true K IT IT p event. In many of these

cases there will be an alternative kinematical fit, in other

words the event is ambiguous.

Events ambiguous with a 4C hypothesis have been rejected.

We have also rejected the 371 events ambiguous with a hypo-

thesis in which the V° could be fitted as A ->• pn . That this is

a correct procedure can be verified in fig 2.2. It shows the

distribution of cos 9, where 0 is the helicity angle of the posi-
o o

tive decay particle in the V rest frame, assuming the V to be a

K decay. Instead of a flat cos 0 distribution , expected for

the spinless K°, there is a peaking at cos 0 - 0.9, the kinemati-
—o o

cal region where both the J£ and the A solutions are possible.

Removal of the K°/A° ambiguous events gives back a reasonably

flat cos 0 distribution (shaded histogram).

800-

O

-1.

t'

COS 0(V°)
Fig. 2.2. Angular distribution of the positive V decay particle

in the o —o — o
V helicity rest frame for the R IT IT p hy-—o o

potheses. In the shaded histogram the K /A ambiguous

events are excluded.
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— — O + •*

The final state K p * K IT n n (or with additional pions) has

a large cross section in this experiment and may therefore seri-

ously contaminate our sample. To check this we replaced in each

Roir~ir°p hypothesis of sample I the proton mass by the mass of a

IT , and calculated the squared missing mass MM against the

KO|lir "ir~ system. The distribution is plotted in fig. 2.3.
- 2. ' 'There are,^600 extra events at MM = 0 . 9 GeV , indicating that

our sample indeed contains K ir ir n events. K ir IT (MM) events
2 2

with MM > m may also be present and wi l l then sometimes contri-

bute to the enhancement of f ig . 2.3. We keep as final estimate

that 600 hypotheses of sample I are K it it n (or MM) events.
2

In a similar,distribution (not shown) of the MM replacing

1

i
•I

i
I

0)
CD

CM
O

O

CO

'E
N

T

LU

800

•610-

4B0-

.2 A .6 .8 1. 1.2 1.4

MM2 (p=rr+) (GeV2)

0

Fig. 2.3. MM distribution of the R ir ir p hypotheses after re-
.• . - . • . . • • + '

placement of the p mass by that of the IT .
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+ 2 2

the p mass by that of a K , no enhancement at MM - ra..o was ob-

V served. This indicates that most events ambiguous with

vi K. ir K A are genuine K IT IT p events and is compatible with the

f fact that the K it K A (or MM) final state (with 3 strange parti-

cles) has a low cross section in this experiment. Also the pro-

duction of pK K K (or MM) and of K u K E is relatively small.

As an approximation we consider all events ambiguous with a

E|s| > 3 hypothesis (except the A cases rejected above) as genu-

ine K°ir~TT°p events.

There are 30124 events left after all rejections.
—o — o

An additional contamination of the final state K IT IT p comes
from K IT p(MM) events, where MM stands for two or more TT 's or

2other neutral particles. In cases that MM is small, a 1C fit to
—o — d

the incorrect K IT ir p hypothesis may succeed. This causes an
2 2

asymmetric MM distribution (not shown) around MM = m o of the
2 2 ¥

1C events. . There is an excess of events with MM > m o. We find
IT

for sample I

2 2
2 x number of events with MM < m o

R = _ 2_= 0.919 .
total number of events

To correct for the multi-neutral contamination we include this
factor R for the cross section calculation.

; o

Finally, a correction is needed for unseen Kjo n B'a an<i
Kshort "*" neutrals (correction factor 1/0.3434) and for

K decays outside 1NLITE or too close to the production ver-f;-:: tex (average weight = 1.08) [*].

i& The corrected number of events and the calculated cross sec-

|; tion are given in table 2.3. ?or N in equation (2.4) we have

is taken 35488, the number of sample I t-events on DST that ful-

]: filled the INVOL and BEAM criteria. <l/p. >= 0.2406 (GeV/c)"1.
i. • • • • . * D e a m ~

[*J A discussion of the K weight will be given in chapter 5.
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I Me have made the assumption that the scanning and measuring

f,, losses were equal for T'S and events of final state (2.2). The

I estimated over-all systematic error on all cross sections is 5%.

j A purified sample of all data (not only sample I) has been

> obtained after the following non-biasing selections:

' 1) INVOL, INLITE, BEAM and V° distance cuts.

2) reject of all events ambiguous with a 4C hypothesis.

3) chi-squared probability cut PROB > 3%.
\ 2 2
i 4) cut on missing mass squared -0.040 < MM < 0.100 GeV .
'. 5) reject of all ambiguous events with V° helicity angle

' having 0.85 < cos 0 o < 0,95.
V

6) for events ambiguous with K°TT+if~n: reject event i f

; PROB < 5% while the probability of the K°ir ir n

hypothesis is > 10%.

The number of remaining events and the corresponding micro-

barn equivalent are given in table 2.3. The ambiguity rate of

the final sample is 6.1%.

2.3. The final state K~p •* K°Tr+Tr~n.

Events of the reaction K p ->• K ir ir n belong to the two-prong

+ V° topology. Of the 43082 lC events on DST, 39690 fulfil the

; INVOL, INLITE and BEAM criteria and have a projected distance

;: larger than 3 mm between the decay and the production vertex.

| 20.9% of the events are ambiguous.

•'£:. As for the previous final state we base the cross section

p|; calculation on sample I: 25569 hypotheses of which 26.3% ambigu-
'§•&

||K ous, cf. table 2.2.

%' The most serious contamination comes from the reactions

\ K~P •*• K°ir~ir°p and K°ir~p(MM). We have recalculated the MM2 of the

/ sample I events after replacement of the ir mass by the p mass.
h 2 2
-. There is an excess of approximately 1300 events at MM - ra o in

the distribution (not shown). We will assume that 1300 hy-

20



;••": potheses of sample I come from K ir IT p or K IT p(MM) events. As

r:\ in the case of final state (2.2) we reject all events ambiguous

! I with a 4C hypothesis or with a hypothesis containing a A° decay.

:| All remaining events ambiguous with a z|s| > 3 hypothesis are ac-

} V cepted,

' To correct for contamination by K°TT ir (KM) evwts we use, as

for final state (2.2), a correction factor

\ 2 2
\ 2 x number of events with MM < m
V R = Q. = 0.916 .
f total number of events

The corrections for unseen K° decays are the same as for

: final state (2.2). With the T decay normalisation we obtain the

cross section given in table 2.3.

For analysis we will use the events left after the following'

selections:

1) INVOL, INLITE, BEAM and V° distance cuts.

2) reject of all events ambiguous with a 4C hypothesis.

3) PROB > 3%.

Table 2.2. Ambiguities for sample I K it n n hypotheses.

hypotheses [*] number of events

4 4C hypotheses 153

% K°ir"Tr°p (1C) 919

f | K°TT~p(MM) (OC) 3079

W: A ? Z ° (1C) 522
|f' hyps, with A0 decay 1813

r • other (al l E | S | > 3 ) 248

| total 6734

:. [*] The sysmbol MM stands for more than, one neutral
l: particle.
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4) 0.730 < MM2 < 1.05 GeV2.

5) for events ambiguous with K IT IT p:

accept the event only if PROB > 1/3 the probability

of the ambiguous hypothesis,' or if the latter is < 1%.

6) for events ambiguous with K°TT"P(MM): PROB > 33%.

7) for remaining ambiguous events:

a) reject event if it has 0.85 < cos QyO~ < 0.95.

b) if ambiguous hyp. is 1C apply selection 5)

c) if ambiguous hyp. is 0C: PROB > 5%.

In the data sample thus defined 10.7% of the events is ambi-

guous , mostly with K°ir~ir°p and K°TT p(MM). The number of events

and the microbarn equivalent are given in table 2.3.

Table 2.3. Summary of experimental details for final states

(2.1), (2.2) and (2.3).

final state K ir ir p
- o - o
K. IT ir p

- o + •-
K it ir n

true number of events

in sample I [*]
29899 22187

cross section (mb) [**] 1.22±0.06 1.18±0.06 0.877±0.04

number of accepted

events [*]
42109 48610 35659

statistical signi-

ficance (ev/yb)
34.5±1.7 41.2+2.1 40.7+2.0

[*] corrected for K . .. > escape,snort
[**]corrected for K° 's, K°

o long short
K escape.,
short f

neutrals and
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CHAPTER 3

T H E L O W - M A S S Kirir S Y S T E M S .

In this chapter we describe the definition of the data sam-

ples for the analysis of the low-mass KUTT systems.

General characteristics of these systems like mass-slope

correlations and the decays via intermediate resonances will be

discussed.

3.1. Definition of the diffractive Kirn samples.

As dascribed in chapter 2, two final states are available

for the study of the diffraction dissociation proces

K~p •*• (Kuir)~p (3.1)

with in total ^90,000 events. The Kinr effective mass spectra of

final states (2.1) and (2.2) are plotted in fig. 3.1.

A direct interpretation of the structure visible in both

spectra is not possible since a large part of the data does hot

correspond to process (3.1), but for example to one of the reac-

tion channels

i'-:

A (1230)K~TT~,

L pir

2'3
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K°ir TT° da ta . The shaded histograms are of the events

with M(pTro) > 1.34 GeV.
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K~p -* A ° ( 1 2 3 0 ) K ~ T T + ,

H-PTTPIT

or K~p -»- Y °(l520)ir+tr~

L-,
for final state (2.1) and to the reaction channels

K~p •* A (1230)K°n ,

I,
or K~p ->• AO(1230)K°ir°

for final state (2.2). The significance of these competing reac-

tion channels is shown in fig. 3.2. In the pir effective mass
++ +

spectra, clear A (1230) production , and some A (1230) and

A (1230) is visible, as well as N and N production at higher

M(pir). Another reaction channel known to have overlap with chan-
•* *> — J»

nel (3.1) in the K ir IT p data is

;•)' K p -*• (IT ir~p)K

'••! V

,':, where irirp states with definite spin-parity have been observed

S 13]. ' ' ' •
S The overlap of channel (3.1) with all other reaction chan-

w nels mentioned gets larger when M(Kinr) increases. This is illus-

r - trated for the A-reactions by the shaded histograms of fig.^3.1,

} which show the events after removal of the A's (M(pir) > 1.34

; GeV). The cuts have more effect on the upper parts of the

i K spectra than on the lower parts.

A cut excluding events with high t'pp has a similar effect.

The shaded histograms in fig. 3.3 show that the effect of the cut

26



.8 1. 1.2 1.1 1.6 1.8

M (KVn 0)' (GeV) •

2.2

Fig. 3.3. Effective mass spectra of the (KTTTT) systems. The
2

shaded histograms are of the events with t1 < 0.5 GeV .

The black histograms are the spectra after the cuts

t1 < 0.5 GeV2 and M(pir5) > 1.34 GeV.
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\. t1 < 0.5 GeV is strongest at high M(Kinr). The t' dependence

will be discussed in the next section.

| He hâ /e thus seen that the overlap of process (3.1) with

.} competing reactions can be reduced (but not excluded) by cuts on

the pir effective masses and by a t' cut. Furthermore this over-

lap is least severe at low KITTT mass.

To obtain a sufficiently pure Kirir sample for the partial

wave analysis,(chapter 5) we will make several selections on the

\ data. The cuts are specified in table 3.1 for both final states.

'i Since there is no Y (1520) production if M(RITTT) < 1.5 GeV, no cut

on M(pR~) has been made. The AE cut has been discussed in sec-

tion 2.1. The numbers of events in the final KTTTT samples are

only ̂ 15% of the.total statistics. He have checked that the am-

biguity levels are not severely higher in the subsamples. The

K~/TT~ ambiguity level in final state (2.1) is 2.4% after the AE

cut.

The Kirir spectra obtained after the t' and all mass cuts are

shown in fig. 3.3 (black histograms). Inspite of the cuts there

is remaining contamination by N ° events (cf. shaded histograms

of fig. 3.2). We have checked that the influence of the N 'son

Table 3.1. Selections defining the low-mass diffractive

Kirir systems. The number of events after the subse-

quent cutsaregiven.

final^

cuts

state K~ir~ir+p

event8

final

cuts

s ta te K°ir-ir°p

events[*]

none 42109- none 48610 -j

t '<0.5 GeV2 24106 t '<0.5 GeV2 29001 '*}

M(pir+)>1.34 GeV 14124 M(pir°)>1.34 GeV 16868 v

M(pi7~)>1.34 GeV 9737 M(pir")>1.34 GeV 11569 ':

M(K~ir"ir+)<1.5 GeV 6239 M(K°ir~ir°)<1.5 GeV 7392

AE>0.016 GeV 5013 -• .__

[*] Corrected for Kgh o r t escape.
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•: ' *
';- the partial wave analysis results was small: The N 's are appar-
;\ '
" • ently widely spread in phase space. We have not applied any cutt;.t

;• i to remove the N~'s.

3.2. Characteristics of the low-mass diffractive KTTTT systems.

, He first turn to the qualitative interpretation of the

KTTIT effective mass spectra (fig. 3.1 and 3.3). Independent of

the cuts described in table 3.1 there is a broad enhancement

below M . 5 GeV for both final states. Several amplitudes may

contribute to this enhancement:

First is the well-established K (1420) resonance, which is

known to be produced peripherally. At about the same mass (M..4

GeV) another resonance has been found, the Qo[5]. The existence

of these two resonances is consistent with the peak at M..4 GeV

in the raw Ririr data and in the data after the t* cut. The peaks

are not significant if in addition the A's are removed.

At 1.3 GeV a shoulderlike structure is visible in the uncut

spectra of both channels. This can be partly due to production

of the Q] resonance [5].

Other contributing amplitudes are of the Deck-type [6,7]

with pomeron exchange at the baryon vertex. These diagrams are

known to produce a large broad enhancement at low KITTT mass. Also

diagrams with non-pomeron exchange at the lower vertex may be

! present.

fg Finally, a Jp-0 resonance has been observed [8] at VI. 4

|| GeV, which could also occur in our data.

§f To get a better understanding of how the Kim system is built

'£< up from the different amplitudes, a partial wave analysis is

| needed, and will be performed in chapter 5.

;;:•; A characteristic feature of the low-mass Kirn data is the

;?• significant mass-slope correlation [9]. The exponential slope of

do/dt* decreases with increasing M(KTTTT). This is illustrated in
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h

fig. 3.4, where the t1 distributions of Kirir production at very

low mass are compared with those at higher mass. For the

low-mass region there is the additional effect that the cross

section drops near t'=0. This indicates the presence of nucleon

spin-flip amplitudes or non-conservation of the meson-helieity at

low Kirn masses.
2

Over the t1 range 0.015-0.5 GeV , we have obtained good fits

to the t' distributions with the form

dcr
—,= C exp(bt') (3.2)

for 100 MeV wide M(KTTTT) intervals. The fitted slopes b are plot-

ted in fig. 3.5 as function of Kirir mass. For both reactions

1000

5
o

0)

o
o

t1 (GeV2)

and K°i7Tir°8ubsamplesFig. 3.4. ̂ 'distributions of the K ^

after the cuts M(pir5) > 1.34 GeV for events with

1̂ 0 < M(Kinr) < 1.2 GeV (full histograms) and

1.4 <M(kTT7T) < 1.5 GeV (dotted histograms).
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(2.1) and (2.2) b decreases from -10 GeV"2 at low mass to -5

GeV"2 at M(Kirir) = 1.5 GeV.

We must point out that the fits have been made on t' distri-

butions distorted by mass cuts (cf. table 3.1). Corrected t' de-

pendences of several amplitudes will be discussed in chapter 5.

Later in this thesis we will analyse the KITTT system by for-

mally considering it as a three-meson state which then decays

into a di-mesori resonance and the remaining particle. This pro-

cess takes place in reality when a (Ririr) resonance is produced,

decaying into e.g. K IT. A large part of the low-mass Kirir sample

consists of di-meson resonances. K °(890) and p°(77O) signals

are visible in the data of reaction (2.1), and R"*°(890), K*~(890)

and p~(77O) signals in the data of reaction (2.2). All two-meson

effective mass plots are shown in fig. 3.6 for the data left

after the t* cut and removal of the A's. The shaded histograms

0)

1.2

MIK-n-n

l.u

I

(GeV)

1.2 l.U

M (K°n-n°) (GeV)

Fig. 3 .5 . t ' slope b determined as function of M(KTTTT), using the

K~ir~ir+ and R°Tr~Tr° subsamples after the cuts t1 < 0.5

GeV2 and M(PTFO) > 1.34 GeV.
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Fig. 3 .6 . Di-meson e f fect ive mass spectra of the K~ir~ir+ data

( l e f t hand aide) and of the K W data (right-hand

side) , using the subsamples after the cuts t1 < 0.5

GeV , M(pTr5) > 1.34 GeV. The shaded histograms contain

events with M(KTTTT) < 1.5 GeV. The black histograms are

for the K~ir~tr+ events after the additional cut

AE > 0.016 GeV.
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!'':. contain only the low-mass Kinr data, M(Kinr) < 1.5 GeV. Note that

o?. for these data the available phase space at M(inr) =0.8 GeV is

if very limited, and thus the p(770) signal is weak.

$ The M(pir) cuts (cf. table 3.1) have distorted the mass

'' plots, and the AE cut on the data of channel (2.1) has further

5 diminished the p°(77O) signal (black histogram of fig. 3.6).

Still, a reliable determination of the contributions from the

various resonances can be obtained with a partial wave analysis,

in which a correction for all cuts is applied.

3.3. Definition of the charge-exchange Kirir sample.

The reaction channel

K~p -> (K°TrV)n (3.3)

overlaps mainly with the channels

Table 3.2. Selections defining the low-mass charge-exchange

R°ir+ir system. The

quent cuts are given.

r ir system. The number of events after the subse-

cuts events[*]

sS none 35659

IP t'fO.5 GeV^ 16503

11 M(pTtt)>1.34 GeV 10248

|i M(PTT)>1.34 GeV 7240

I? M(nK°)>1.55 GeV 6527

t: M(ROJT+17")<1.8 GeV 5487

[*] Corrected for K°. ,. escapeshort
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Fig. 3 .7 . Effective mass spectra of the neutron-meson systems in

the R°TT+T7~ data. The shaded histograms are of the

spectra after the cuts t ' < 6.5 GeV2, •M(-k>ir) < 1.8 GeV.
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K~p -»- A+(1230)K°u~,

A~(1230)K°Tr+

and K~p -* Y*°(1520)TTV,

The baryon signals are shown in fig. 3.7* Using similar argu-.

menta as for the diftractive data, we define a purified

K°ir ir sample with the selections listed in table' .3.2. As in a

previous analysis [10] of our charge-exchange data (with %b0% of

the current statistics) we have increased the upper limit on the

K°ir+ir~ effective mass to 1.8 GeV and consequently need a cut on

M(nK ) to remove the Y . An overlap with possible tiTr v states

(which are probably very weak [3]), and with N 's at higher

CD

o

o

en
i—
•z.

800

600-

"400-

200-

T") (GeV)

Fig. 3.8. K°7T ir effective mass spectrum. The shaded histogram

is for events with t1 < 0.5 GeV2. The black histogram

is the spectrum after the cuts t' < 0.5 GeV ,

M(nir±) > 1.34 GeV and M(nK°) > 1.55 GeV.
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nir masses i s ignored.

The ambiguity level of the subsample i s 22.6%. The largest

— oambiguity is with hypothesis pir K (MM) (14.0% of the events).

3.4. Characteristics of the low-mass charge-exchange KTTTT system.

The diffractive Deck-amplitudes, causing a large cross sec-

tion at low KTTTT mass in final states (2.1) and (2.2) are absent

in the charge-exchange reaction (2.3). There, will be contribu-

tions from non-diffractive Deck-type diagrams [7,11], but these

are much weaker. Consequently, the charge-exchange data offer

the advantage that resonances can be studied on a smaller back-

ground .

t ' (GeV2)

Fig. 3.9. t1 distribution of the Koir+Tr~ subsample after the cuts

M(mT) > 1.34 GeV and M(nK°) > 1.55 GeV for events with

GeV (full histogram) and1.0 < M(K°ir+7r~) < 1.2

1.4 < M(K°ir ir ) < 1.5 GeV (dot ted histogram).
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Fig. 3.8 shows the K°TT ir mass spectrum after various cuts.

There is a dominant peak at the position of the K °(1420). Our

partial wave analysis (chapter 6) will find not only strong

K (1420) production but also other states which contribute to

this peak. No further structure is visible in the M(K IT TT. )

spectrum.

The production of the K°ir ir~ system differs from diffractive

KTTTT production. The t1 slope of the charge-exchange process is

considerably smaller at all KTTTT masses. There is little differ-

ence between the t' distribution at low and at higher K°TT IT mass

(cf. fig., 3.9). The slope b, fitted with formula! (3.2), is

shown in fig. 3.10 as function of M(K°Tr+ir ). b = -3.5 GeV and

is approximately constant.

The di-meson effective mass spectra of the low-mass data

sample are plotted in fig. 3.11. Clear K*~(890) arid p°(77O)

production is visible.

1

(GeV)

-O + -»
Fig. 3.10. t1 slope b determined as function of M(K ir ir~) using

the data subsample after the cuts t1 < 0.5 GeV2,

M(mr±) > 1.34 GeV and M(nK°) > 1.55 GeV.
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Fig. 3.11. Di-meson effective mass spectra of the K ir ir data,
2

using the subsample after the cuts t1 < 0.5 GeV ,

Mdm") > 1.34 GeV and tt(nK°) > 1.55 GeV. The shaded

histograms contain events with H(K°ir IT ) < 1.8 GeV.
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CHAPTER 4.

M E T H O D O F T H R E E - M E S O N P A R T I A L

W A V E A N A L Y S I S .

In the previous chapters we have mentioned in a qualitative

way the various amplitudes that contribute to KITTT production.

There may be several resonances, possibly overlapping in

Kirn mass, on top of a large background. In order to identify the

resonances and to determine their properties reliably, it is es-

sential to adequately describe this background.

) In a partial wave analysis (PWA) all independent variables

describing the three-meson system are used for decomposition of

the system into spin-parity states. A PWA thus offers informa-

tion on the resonances (which have definite spin-parity), as well

as on the structure of the background.

This method of analysis was first applied by an Illinois

group [12,13] to study three-pion systems. He have used an ex-

tension [14] of the program, able to handle any three-meson sys-

tem. ->

In this chapter we will summerise the PWA formalism. A de-

tailed description and derivations of the formulae have been pub-

lished by Hansen et al. [14]. We shall only recall the final

formulae to enable discussion of some modifications which we have

made to the program.
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4.1. Formalism.

Consider the reaction

a + b + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 . (4.1)

where the incoming particle a is spinless (for example K~), b and

4 have spin 1/2 (for example p) and 1,2 and 3 are spinless (for

example Kirn). Suppose that the four-momenta p>£ of all particles

involved in the reaction have been measured, but not the helici-

ties A, and X. of the fermions. Then it is possible, and it is

the aim of the PWA, to describe the 123 system in terms of states

p
I J M U j n >

where J is the spin-parity of the 123 system,

M is the absolute value of Jz in the t- or s-channel heli-

city frame,

n is the eigenvalue of* the reflection operator in the pro-

duction plane,

I is the orbital angular momentum between a di-meson sys-

tem (formed by two mesons of the 123 system) and the re-

maining meson,

j is the spin of this di-meson system, and

n specifies which di-meson system is formed (if n=l a (23)

coupling, (13) if n=2, (12) if n=3).

For this purpose we write the amplitude of reaction (4.1) as
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1

where s is the total energy squared,

t is the momentum transfer squared from b to 4,

M123 is t h e e f f e c t i v e m a s s o f t h e 1 2 3 system,

3, is the effective .mass squared of the 23 system,

s, is the effective mass squared of the 13 system,

<j>,6 are the azimuthal and polar angles of particle 3 in

the 123 t- or s-channel helicity frame,

Y is the azimuthal angle of particle 1 in the 12 rest

frame (x,y,z), with 2=p3, y=(z-axis of 123 frame used)

x 3 and x=y x z,

s is the effective mass squared of the di-raeson system

specified' by n, and

O=/I72 for M*0 and CL.=l/2 for M=0.

The function G describes the decay of the 123 system via one

of the intermediate di-meson systems, as specified by n:

K23

GJ

v W2J+1

where X (X ) is the helicity of the 23 system (13 system),

13

cos

i s t h e a n 8 l e between p.
rest frame,

and p in the 123

1 2
cos x 2 3

C13

-p_»P1 in the 12 rest frame,

I'PO

cos

the 23 rest frame, and

in the 13 rest frame.

. Note that the definition of I and j depends on n.

Globally, the right-hand side of equation (4.2) consists of

two parts. The first part of the amplitude (containing the

D-functions) describes the production (spin and helicity) of the

123 system, while the G-fuhction fully specifies the decay of the

three-meson system.
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The, so-far unknown, function h determines the size and

phase of the partial wave amplitudes, and their dependence on s,

t, Mj23 and s n.

Since the helicities X, and X, are not measurable in our ex-fa 4
periment, we can determine from the data distribution only the

incoherent sum

o KJ
PMn*jn *j' p lM Ia lj'n l

=
 P P ' ' V

which defines the density matrix p. The experimental distribu-

tion

« < . . t . M m . v v # . e . Y > - I l f
Xx I

2

b 4 b 4

can then be written as (obvious variables omitted)

X P /(2J+l)(2J'+l)CMCMl •

for any of the values of n.

Elements of p with n'*n are zero.

For later reference we rewrite (4.3) in shorter notation:

o> = I M 1 P13 M J (4.3')

where i , j stands for J Mnfcjn. The functions A/1 depend on a l l

phase space variables.
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4.2. Assumptions.

An exact description of to in equation (4.3). can be given if

all possible waves are included, which would i. -.rire an infinite

density matrix p. In practice we will deal with experimental in-

formation of limited accuracy and only an approximative use of

equation (4.3) can be made.

One assumption is that we will describe ui by a relatively

small number of partial waves. We search for those states

IJ MnAjn> which contribute most strongly to the experimental

cross section and include only these in (4.3).

The first motivation for this assumption is the abundant

presence in our data of unstable di-meson systems like K (890)

and p(77O), corresponding to only a limited number of

{£jn} combinations. Secondly, it has been generally observed in

many experiments that low-mass three-meson systems are preferen-

tially produced in low-spin states with small values of I.

The identification of the di-meson with a resonance leads to

the further assumption that the s n dependence of

in equation (4.2) can be factorised off by

P p
hXh\A (s,t,M123,sn) = h X b x 4 A (s,t,M123).

,'; BWJn(sn)qJ(sn)p
£(M123,sI)l) (4.4)

-x _ where BWJQ(sn) is the Beit-Wigner function of the resonance in-

i.}: volved, and qJ and p are the barrier factors of the assumed se-

>>: quential decay of the 123 system via the quasi-two-body state, p

i/f is the momentum of the di-meson system in the 123 rest frame and

:
 : q is the momentum of one of the decay particles of the resonance

|; in its rest frame. . . - ,

T* As a consequence of this last assumption density matrix ele-

'•- m e n t s . - '' " " • • • • ; . ; . . • ' ' • • - ' • _ ' • . :'•
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j
p

-with n#n' may be non-zero. This mixing of the couplings causes

violation of unitarity> which is considered a defect of the

three-body PWA. However, with this assumption the terms with

n#n' in equation (4.3) contain complex functions BW(s_) and

BW(a , ) respectively, enabling the measurement of both real and

imaginary part of the relevant density matrix element. This

offers valuable physical 'information on the relative production
p

phase between two J Mn&jn states.
The density matrix p, formally constructed from

contains a large number of elements which occur as free parame-
ters in the f i t , even-if only a few spin-parity states are in-
cluded. If the number of parameters is too large, a coherence
assumption can be made in order to reduce the number of parame-
ters:

JpMn
( (s,t,M123). (4.5)

!i &'ince C does not depend on X X . , it is implicitly assumed that
i p D * •
f\ states with equal J Mn but different decay modes &jn are produced

;.:': coherently, in other words that these states have equal

fl spin-flip/spin-nonflip ratios.
I
| This is clearly the case if the 123 system is a resonance,
$ +* - P +

B for example the K (1420) with J =2 . One can then further assume

ft that C is also independent on Mn. In our analysis we will apply

f and discuss both this stronger assumption and the assumption in

| which C depends on Mn (sometimes referred to as weak coherence
1 assumption).
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A 4.3. Fits to the data.

| With sufficient statistics it is possible to obtain from the

< experimental distribution <•> the a, t (or, in our case t1) and

• Ml23 dependence of the C parameters and the reduced density ma-

' trix T for the partial waves considered. For convenience we will

refer to the reduced density matrix as p in the following. Our

data have been taken essentially at .one beam momentum so that s

\ is essentially constant. To get the (t1,^193) dependence one di-

'- vides up the data in small (t',M19,) intervals and determines the

average p and C's in each interval. In most analyses (and also

in ours), the fit regions used are quite wide. ' To account for

y ~ density variations inside the intervals we include in the ill of

equation (4.3') the functions

FM contains a phase space part (also . depending on &jn, see

ref. [14]) and in the case that a given J wave has a known, fast

variation over M12,, a part characteristic for that wave (e.g. a

Breit-Wigner form for a 123 resonance).

- We will approximate the t-dependence by introducing func-

tions

FT(t',M19.) = (f)
aexp(-bt') (4.6)

\ v": P
•;,i.i for each occuring J Mnfcjn. FT will be discussed further in the
H ' ._ ' • •

p-i next chapter.

p: Incorporating the coherence assumption and using the extend-

fi ed functions M equation (4.31) becomes

* J*(*)} (4.7)
9.
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where ( T ) is (t1 .M^

i,j is J Mn, and

k.A is-Jljn [*'].

The functions M are normalised to one:

/ d T | M i k ( T ) | 2 = 1 . ; - . • • •

The parameters p and C are determined using the extended

maximum likelihood method [15], i.e. by maximising

Nexp
L = I In u)(xo) - NexpJdxa>(x)A(x) (4.8)

o c = l ' • " • • , -

under the condition that p be positive definite [14].. N
exp "

the number of experimental events available in the (t1, M^ 2 3) in-

terval used and A(x) the so-called acceptance function.

In previous chapters we have discussed the strong overlap of

the channels we study with other reactions. There are for exam-

ple A signals in the Kirir data. Cutting out these A1s causes dis-

tortions in the u»(x) distributions. However, by means of the ac-

ceptance function A(x) in equation (4.8) an: appropriate correc-

tion for cuts in any region of phase space can be achieved. Also

Kg n o r t escape losses can be corrected with A(x). The use of the

acceptance function will be discussed in,chapter 5.

From the fitted parameters we obtain for the (t', Mi

[*] Note that also cades without the coherence assumption can be

handled by equation (4.7) by reducing the summation over k

and % to...only one term, and extending the possibilities of i

and j accordingly (see ref. [14]).
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terval used the number of events produced in the states |ik>

Two states |ik> and |j*> with i*j but with different coupling* n

may cause an interference contribution

I -»
ik,jA exp

The relative production phase between states |ik> and |j*> is

equal to the phase angle of

if there is 100Z coherence between the states, i.e. if

J£L-I.
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CHAPTER 5.

P A R T I A L W A V E S O F T H E D I F . F R A C T I V E -

L Y P R O D U C E D L O W - M A S S K TT ir S Y S T E M S .

In this chapter we will split the low-mass diffractive

KTTTT systems of channels (2.1) and (2.2) into contributions from

waves (or states)

For this purpose we apply the PWA method described in the previ-

ous sections to our diffractive Kirir data.

The variation of the contributions as function of KTTIT mass

can give information on the nature of the corresponding ampli-

tudes, while production properties of the different states may be

obtained from partial wave fits in t' slices.

We will study the partial waves mainly as defined in the

t-channel helicity frame: in this frame the KTTTT system can be

described most easily. However, we will also show (in section

5.8) results in the s-channel helicity frame.

5.1. Specific parametrisations and assumptions.

For a given (t1, M(Kirn)) region we attempt to adequately

f: describe the KITIT data using a minimal number of p- and
Si. •

|:* C-parameters.

'• ' We choose as the quasi-two-body states, which build up the

g KTTTT system, firstly those states which are directly seen in the

f data, namely K (890) and p(770) (cf. chapter 3). These reso-

nances (with j=l) each enter into equation (4.4) as a
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if

C Breit-Wigner term. Further we include the possibilities of

! .;' di-meson states with j=0, even although such states are not di-

if rectly seen in the data. S-wave TIT and K.ft couplings, which are

known [16,17,18] to exist are parametrised by means of broad

Breit-Wigner functions in equation (4.4). We will refer to these

couplings as e and K, respectively. We should remark at this

point that it has been shown [19] recently that KTTTT states can be

replaced by states corresponding to direct (Kinr) -»• Kvv decay. In

general the quality of the fits improved when using those hew

states. Di-meson states with j-2 have not been observed in our

data- sample (as expected for low KTTTT mass) and ignored in the

analysis.

In a later stage of the PWA we have performed fits to the
—o — o • *
K ir ir data with several T values for the narrow K (890)'s.

Widths giving the maximum value of the likelihood have been used

idm

Table 5.1. Masses and widths used for the di-meson resonances.
-

The values are taken from the Particle Data Group

Tables, except the K (390) widths; these have been

optimised to give the maximum likelihood in the PWA.

Coupling resonance M(MeV) r(MeV) -
K~7T+ K°

-*O
K

K°

K
*
K

+ -
IT ir e

ir° p 770 150

1245

896

1245

896

1245

892

770

770

480

49

480

60

480

49

400

150
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to obtain the final results. Due to the low resolution for the

ir° particle a relatively wide K (890) has been found. The

masses and widths of all di-meson resonances used are listed in

table 5.1. :

Furtner parametrisations needed are those of FM(M(Kirir)) and

FT(M(Kinr),tI), introduced in section 4.3. In general the func-

tions FM cannot be determined until the PWA has been performed in

small intervals of H(Kirir), Me therefore made use of FM only for

the J =2 wave, which can be expected to correspond to the
• • * • 2 +

well-known K (1420) resonance. Me have approximated FM by the

norm of a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner function with a mass of

1421 MeV and a width of 100 MeV. The likelihood value indeed in-
• " . • - "• '• • • . • • : • • . 2 + '

creased significantly by the introduction of the FM function.
• ' '- ' • • • v ' • • • ' ' - " :

He fixed the phase in FM to facilitate the interpretation of re-

lative phases later in the analysis.

With the statistics at our disposal we are able to obtain

the mass dependence of the partial waves only if the data are in-
: ' • • •' . - 2

tegrated over the full t1-range considered: 0.0 < t'« < 0.5 GeV .

It can, however, be expected that tne various waves have very,

different t'-depences. For example, the turn-over towards low t1

for M=l states may be-absent for M=0 states. During the final

stage of our analysis we have therefore determined (in an itera-

tive way) optimum values of a and b for the FT(M(KTnr),t') func-

tions of equation (4.6) using the K ir IT data: For two regions

of M(Kuir) (below and above 1.3-GeV) we partial wave analysed the

data in 4 t' intervals not using FT. From the t' dependence of

each |j*wi£jn> wave used we obtained the parameters a and b for

the FT functions. Then we included these FT forms in the

M functions of equation (4.7),refitted the data in the t1 in-

tervals and obtained new values for a and b. The final fits for

both diftractive channels have been done using these FT func-

tions. The t* -dependence of the important states is. discussed

later in this chapter.

We will now briefly discuss the way in which we applied the
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coherence assumptions (equation (4.5)): For the final results we

have assumed full spin-coherence between states with equal J Mr).

Also during the search for contributing waves we allowed the

coherence between a new wave and the wave(s) with the same

J M n to be free only in a few test cases.

A stronger assumption has been made for the Jp=2 waves.

There the same complex decay ratio (£jn)/(&'j'n*) has been used

for all 2 Mr\ states. This is perfect if the 2 waves can be

identified with the K (1420) resonance. Although this is only

approximately the case in our experiment, we have kept the as-

sumption.

He have checked the validity of the coherence assumption in

several cases for the final set of waves. It was impossible to

release the assumption for all waves simultaniously: the. number

of free parameters became too large to obtain a reasonable fit.

We succeeded however in performing fits with free coherence

between two _ states with equal J Mry at a time. Although in some

fits the measured coherence was not consistent with unity, the

contributions for the various waves never changed by more than 1

standard deviation. In all cases the change in the

log-likelihood was insignificant.

5.2. Acceptance function and K°-l>oss correction.

i The normalisation of the density matrix is such that the

; integral in equation (4.8) is equal to 1 :

•;̂  /dxai(x)A(T) = 1.

|-; The total number of events after repopulation of the cut phase

'A space region is then:

N ' ' - S /dT0)(T). , . (5.1)
corr exp .

'• • • '• '"•-. •- '• •' - 5 1



In the extreme case that no cuts or weights need to be intro-

duced, A(T) = 1 for all T, and NCQrr = N . In our analysis

only ̂ 60% of the available phase space of each (t1 ,M(K7T7r)) inter-

val remains after application of the cuts listed in table 3.1.

By setting A(x) = 0 in equation (4.8) if x is inside the cut re-

gion, Ncorrwill be properly calculated and also all other results

of the PWA will be corrected for the cuts (cf. section 4.3).

For channel (2.2) we need in addition to correct for

K°-losses. The probability that a K°, decays outside INLITE

(so that the event does not reach the analysis sample) depends on

the momentum of the K . Therefore, the effect of K -loss is in

general different for different spin-parity states. A proper

correction can be obtained by means of an acceptance function

A(x,x), ,such that

/dxdxu(T)F(x)A(T,x) = 1. (5.2)

x represents the coordinates specifying the position of events in

the experimental apparatus (see also ref. [14]). In our case x

is the place of the production vertex in the bubble chamber.

F(x) is the probability to find an interaction at position x.

A(T,X) - 0 if T is in the region removed by phase space cuts.

Elsewhere A(T,X) is the inverse of the K decay weight:

A(T,X) = W
-1
(x.x) =exP(-L;.n/A') - exp(-Lpot/X)

where L 1 . = 3 mm i s the minimum projected distance between pro-mm r j

duction vertex and K decay vertex, A1 i s the projected mean free

path, L the potental length and X the mean free path. This

expression for W i s discussed in ref. [ 18 ] .

The only relevant variable for integral (5.2) i s L , so we
pot

can rewrite (5.2) as
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/dxdU >W(T)F(L .)A(x,L ) = 1.
pot pot pot

(5.3)

£
In the PWA program this integral is evaluated by a

Monte-Carlo method:

1 » = 1 (5.4)

where M is the number of generated Monte-Carlo events. The

F(L o t) distribution to be used can be most directly obtained

from the experimental data in the phase space region considered,

and since T and L o t are uncorrelated variables it is sufficient

to generate by Monte-Carlo points T. and, independently, points

100-

£
O

CM

CO

40-

20-

0 20 U0 60 80 100 120 110 160

LP0T (K°) (cm)

fpi

Fig. 5 .1 . Weighted K potential length distribution of the

K°ir"ir° PWA sample with 1.3 < M(KOir"ir°) < 1.4 GeV.
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L t according to the experimental F(Lpot) distribution. Since

F(L t) should not be biassed by x-dependend variables (e.g. the

K°-momentum), the L t distribution must be weighted with the

average K, -weight <W(t)>L % An example of such a distribution

is shown in fig. 5.1.

For each partial wave fit expression (5.4) is eventually

calculated as

1 M
— EO)(T.)A(T.,L .

M i=1 i i' pot

where the choices Lpo(. are derived from the weighted

L t distribution of the experimental events entering the fit.

other wordsThe difference between Ne and N c o r x > or in

the acceptance of our experiment, is shown as function of

3000 3000

• 2000

• 1000

LTl

a
a

- 2000

• 1000

1.2 t.H

M (K°n-n0) (GeV)

o

o

Fig. 5.2. KTTT7 effective mass distribution of the PWA samples

(shaded histograms), and the distributions corrected

for phase space cuts and K , ^ escape losses, as des-1 short
cribed in the text.
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Kirnr mass for channels (2.1) and (2.2) in fig. 5.2. N
c o r r

 n a s

been calculated using U(T) containing the p- and C-parameters of

the final PHA results. The acceptance ranges from ^55% at low

mass to <\*45% around 1.4 GeV for the K ir ir data, and from ̂ 60% to

<v55% for the K ir~ir data.

5.3. Wave search.

The limitation of the considered (Kirir) decay modes to those

listed in table 5.1 reduces strongly the number of possible

J Mn(S,jn) waves. However, there are still about 100 states with

J < 3 which can be constructed. It is clear that one cannot hope

to fit the data using all of these states. Nor is it feasible

even to try all possible subsets of these states (with e.g. 10

waves per set). -

The goal of the PHA is to arrive at the best description of

the data, using a small set of spin-parity states. To find this

set of waves we have followed, this procedure:

We began with a 'minimal1 set, consisting of waves defined

in the t-channel helicity frame that are known from previous ana-

lyses [5, 20, 21] to contribute to diffractive KTTTT production
p + + + +

namely the states with J Mn=l 0+, 1 1+, 2 1+ and 2 0- with decay

modes (fcjn) = (K ir) and (Kp), and the state 0 0+(K ir).

Using these states the PWA sample of final states (2.1) has

been fitted in the region 1.3 < M(K ir ir ) < 1.4 GeV.

Subsequently, we performed fits including one new wave (or some-

times two new waves with the same J Mn). If a new wave contri-

buted with more than two standard deviations it was added to the

set. Also waves giving rise to an interference term •> 2o were

included. If the significance of an old wave decreased below the

2c level during this procedure, it was removed from the set of

waves.

All waves with J < 3 and M < 1 have been tested for signifi-
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cance, considering all decay modes with the lowest possible value

of &. If a wave J Mn( &jn) was found to contribute significantly,

the state with helicity M+l was also tried (if J > M). In some
p +

cases (e.g. for J =1 waves) we tested decay modes with higher

£-values.

The waves thus found and the number of events contributing

to them are given in table 5.2 in the column 1.3-1.4 GeV. Apart

from the initial waves, all of which remained significant, three

states were found to be important: the (K e) modes of 1 0+ and
_ _*0 -

0 0+, and the state 2 0+(K IT ) [*].

In an early stage of the analysis we have attempted to fit
~ ~ +

data above M(K ir ir ) = 1.5 GeV. The number of significant waves

turned out to be very large, and no reasonable fits could be ob-

tained with the available statistics. . This situation is possibly

caused by the increasing influence of the overlapping reactions

(discussed in section 3.1) at high Kirir mass.

Me have, however, used the experience with data above 1.5
, • ' - - +

GeV to describe the events with 1.4 < M(K ir ir ) < 1.5 GeV. All

states which were not: found to be significant at mass > 1.5 GeV

were assumed not to contribute in the region 1.4-1.5 GeV. The
p - + +

other states (having e.g. J MTI = 2 1-, 1 1-, 3 0+, 2 1+) have

been tried, one by one, as additional waves to the set found in

the interval 1.3-1.4 GeV. The only new significant state thus
+ —o —

found was 1 0+(K IT ).

For all data below M(K IT ir ) = 1.3 GeV we have assumed that

a good description could be obtained with a subset of the waves

found.in the region 1.3-1.4 GeV. This assumption, which has been

made to save computing time in the first place, was inspired by

the general fact-that the number of waves to describe Kirir (or 3ir)

data gets smaller with decreasing KTITT (3ir) mass. This effect is

correlated with the observation [9] that the average spin of dif-

fractive three-meson systems increases approximately linearly

[*] He will usually denote the states without the index A, which

always has the lowest possible value.
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with increasing three-meson effective mass.

The three Lowest K IT IT mass bins of 100 MeV width have

first been fitted with the complete wave set of interval 1.3-1.4.

If, for a given mass bin, one or more waves contributed with less

than one standard deviation, the least significant wave was re-

moved and the data were refitted with the reduced set. This pro-

cedure has been repeated until all remaining waves had a contri-

bution > la (or caused an interference term > la). The results

are listed in table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Number of events in the t-channel states J n

describing the K IT IT p data with tr < 0.5 GeV . The

numbers are corrected, for phase space cuts (as dis-

cussed in section 5.2), but not for unseen decay modes

of the intermediate resonances.

M(KTnr)(GeV) 1

1+O+(S

1+O+(S

1+O+(P

1+O+(P

0~0+(P

o~o+(s

1+1+(S

1+1+(S

2+l+(D

2+l+(D

2~0+(P

2+0-(D

2 0-(D

.0-1 .1

K*°ir~) 307± 45

K"P°)

K~e)

KV)

-*o -
K it )

K~e)

-*o -
K ir )

KV)

K °ir~)

K"p°)

-*o -
K ir )

-*o -
K ir )

— 0

K P )
total.(in-
cluding inter-
ference terms)

23± 18

8± 12

79± 18

6± 10

23± 14

22± 14

419

1.1-1

1062±

23±

0±

71±

112±

42±

27±

75±

52+

. 2

91

20

2

26

31

23

26

28

24

1475

1.2-1.3

1300±115

40± 27

121± 41

82± 37

119± 43

79± 29

265± 42

101± 36

10+ 13

77± 56

43± 31

4+ 7

2562

1.3-1 .4

1728±123

145±

113±

124±

158±

137±

181 +

176+

8±

217±

161±

7±

42

44

49

45

45

39

44

9

63

38

9

3363

1.4-1 .5

1636±104

11±

69±

77±

23±

288±

"184±

112+

231±

38±

180±

217±

36±

12

28

40

23

60

42

41

f

48

21

69

41

20

3134
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Each of the wave search procedures described above - could

have resulted in a non-unique, wave set. Even the wave set of the

most completely analysed mass region 1.3 < M(K IT ir ) < 1.4 GeV

could in principal be dependent on the order in which new states

were tested. We believe however to have found a very good ap-

proximation to the best set of waves describing all K IT IT data.

In all cases that a new significant state was included, the

log-likelihood value of the partial wave fit increased consider-

ably.
—o " o

We now turn to the wave search for the K ir ir system of

final state (2.2). The production properties of this system are

very similar to those of the K tr ir system, as we have seen in

chapter 3. There are however differences with respect to the

decay modes. Whereas in final state (2.1) only one non-exotic

Kir coupling is possible, two such couplings occur in final state

(2.2): K ir and K ir . Furthermore the K e decay mode for final

state (2.1) is absent in K°IT IT0. Still, if a state |j Mn> is pro-

duced in final state (2.1), one can expect this state also in

final state (2.2), but perhaps with a different intensity

(e.g. due to different isospin couplings) and with another decay

mode. Although an independent wave search in final state (2.2)

would have been desirable we have, in order to save computing

time, based the wave set for these data on the results from final

state (2.1).

We divided the K ir u PWA sample into 5 mass regions of 100

MeV width below 1.5 GeV, as we had done for the K ir ir data. If

in a particular mass region of final state (2.1) a state

JPMn(? °TT) was found (or JpMn(K°ir~)), both states JPMn(K*°Tr~)

and JPMn(K ~TT°) were used (or JPMn(icoir~) and ;JPMn( K"TT°)) for

final state (2.2). Similarly, if • •JpMrj(K~p°) was present in final

state (2.1), JPMn(K°p ) was included to the wave set for final

state (2.2). The K e state might in some cases serve as a

non-resonant background term, slowly varying in all variables,

for the description of the K ir ir data, but it has no equivalent
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• \ . \

1
pi. -

Table 5.3. Number of events in the t-channel states JpMn(£jn)

describing the K Tr~ir° data with £' < 0.5 GeV . The

numbers are corrected for phase space cuts and for

. K , _. escape loss (as described in section 5.2), but

not for unseen decay modes of.the intermediate reso-

nances .

M(Kinr)(GeV)

iV(s
1+O+(S

1 0+(S

1 0+(P

I+O+(P

0 0+(P

o"o+(p

0~0+(S

0~0+(S

1 1+(S

1+1+(S

2 1+(D

2 1+(D

2 1+(D

2~0+(P

2~0+(P

2+0-(D

2+0-(D

2+0-(D

K*V)
K*V)
K°p")
-0 —x
K It )

K*07T~)

K ir°)

K IT )

•cV).

-*o -
K IT )
*- o
R it)

FP")
-*o -
R n)

k*.V)
K°p~)

-*o -
K TT )

**v>
K*°TT")

K*"TT O)

K°p")

1.0-1

121±

196+

177±

73+

70±

43±

34±

5±

4+

.1

25

31

31

22

22

17

12

9

7

total (in-
cluding inter- 430
ference terms)

1.1-1

629+

799+

3+

54±

66±

29±

30+

110±

34±

49±

10+

14±

.2

51

60

7

23

34

16

16

30

17

20

11

16

1816^

1.2-2

973±

839+

48+

96±

410±

^ 42±

52±

325±

102+

70±

31±

89+

105±

53+

36±

16+

.3

69

66

19

32

53

21

26

45

28

24

19

39

43

22

17

11

3285

1.3-1

1066±

1161+

155±

271±

172±

159±

73±

334+

123+

192±

34±

152±

231±

53±

82+

15+

.4

70

70

32

48

43

36

27

46

30

38

18

43

50

18

25

9

4007

1.4-1

741+

980±

68±

25±

108±

105+

45+

276±

105±

37±

70±

197±

155+

144±

38+

64±

92±

159+

147+

39±

.5

74

77

32

22

43

38

24

97

53

21

26

43

31

25

17

42

49

30

28

17

3424
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in final state (2.2) (no tr IT S-wave coupling is known).

Therefore, for this final state we tried JPMTI(K U ) and

JPMn(K~ir°) in all cases that JpMn(K e) was present in the

K~TT IT data. It turned out that no KIT wave was significant below

1.4 GeV.

All waves found and the corresponding number of events are

listed in table 5.3. Properties of the waves will be discussed

in section 5.5.

The number of parameters involved in the fits is maximally

(i.e. in the highest mass bin) 38 for the K IT IT final state and

50 for the K°7r""ir0 final state.

5.4. Quality checks of the solutions.

Since the log-likelihood value of a PWA fit is not an abso-

lute goodness-of-fit test of the solution, we will give in anoth-

er way an impression of how well the data are described by our

final solution.

The first condition for a good solution is that the density

matrix p is positive definite. In fact this condition is a con-

straint in the fitting program [14], and hence each PWA solution

is automatically positive definite. A calculation is however

made of the log-likelihood value one would obtain if the condi-

tion were absent. The difference AL between the solutions with

and without the positivity condition should be small compared to

the number of free parameters in the fit. We have checked that

this is the case for all final fits in the 100 MeV bins

(cf. table 5.4).

A second test of the fit can be made using a Monte-Carlo

(MC) sample of events, generated according to the PWA solution.

Given the p- and C-parameters of a final fit, the distribution of

the experimental events T (equation 4.8) should be reproduced by

MC events x., generated according to pure phase space and weight-
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ed with <O(T.).

We have compared single dimensional distributions of such MC

samples with the original data for all final fits. The cuts made

on the experimental data have also been'applied on the MC events.

In fig. 5.3 the distributions of the three di-meson masses, of

the Culer angles (<j>, 6 and y, equation 4.2) and of t1 are com-

pared. The calculated values X /(number of bins) are indicated

in the sub-figures. In general, the distributions are well re-

produced by the fits, both for the K ir ir data as for the

K°ir~ir° data. The summed x and the confidence level for each

M(Kirtr) region are listed in table 5.4.

A four-dimensional check on the PWA solutions has been ob-

tained by comparing moments.[22]

H(£mLM) » <Difcn(<M

of the data samples with those of the MC events. <f>, 6 and y

the Euler angles defined in section 4.1, and i|> is the polar angle

of particle 1 (of the 123 system), in the frame used for defini-

tion of y. We have calculated all moments with L < 4 and £< 2

(154 real and imaginary parts). The results of the comparisons

Table 5.

M(K~irV

1.0-1.1

1.1-1.2

1.2-1.3

1.3-1.4

1.4-1.5

M(?W
1.0-1.1

1.1-1.2

1.2-1.3

1.3-4.4

1.4-1.5

4. Results
h) AL/NP

GeV 1/16

~ 3/25

6/36

1/36

2/38
5)

GeV 0/18

1/29

2/42

1/42

2/50

of the quality.

X /#bins

96/73

102/99

133/115

139/129

112/132

114/79

130/108

120/124

130/135

154/142

checks

C.L.

0.037

0.398

0.120

0.260

0.894

0.006

0.072

0.589

0.609

0.234

discussed in the

X /^moments

149/154

206/154

171/154

171/154

144/154

204/154

210/154

151/154

173/154

137/154

text.

C.L.

0.597

0.003

0.168

0.161

0.709

0.004

0.001

0.553

0.140

0.828
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1.0 < M(K-irn*l « 1.1 GeV

- an

8 '

1.0 < MlfPn'n") < 1.1 GBV

Wt-r

1.2 4 -» -! . 0
tUK-n'l IG.V1. _ #

Fig. 5.3. Experimental distributions (full histograms) compared

with the distributions predicted by the PWA (dotted

. histograms) for five 100 MeV M(Kinr) regions. In the

sub-figures the obtained x /ND's'are indicated.
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(summed chi-squards) are given in table 5.4. In only 6 cases

(out of the 1540 moments involved in total) is the difference

between the data and the prediction *VJ standard deviations; in

all other cases the difference is less. The largest deviations

occur in the lover KTTTT mass intervals for one of the moments

H(£mLM) (depending on the mass interval); in these regions the
2

summed X 's are also relatively high. It should be noted that

the significance of a certain moment can be related with the pro-

duction of a certain spin-state only if no cuts are made on the

data and on the MC sample. Such cuts have, however, been made

for our analysis and hence we will not discuss the behaviour of

particular moments.

Although table 5.4 indicates that the fit qualities are rea-

sonable, it still does not give a complete and absolute measure

of the goodness of fit. In general we have not made quality

checks on preliminary solutions found during the analysis, but

based the judgement of the fits only on the likelihood value.

The goodness of the final fit indicates that this procedure was

reliable.

5.5. Results in 50 MeV mass intervals.

In this section we discuss the Kinr effective mass dependence

of the partial waves. With the available statistics it has been

possible to perform PWA fits in 50 MeV wide M(K.Tnr) intervals

using the wave sets found for the 100 MeV bins in section 5.3.

We present the intensities of the various waves as differen-
2

tial cross sections d a/dM(KTnr)dt', averaged over the range
2

0.0 < t1 < 0.5 GeV , and over the M(Kinr) interval considered.

The results for all waves of final states (2.1) and (2.2) are

shown in figs. 5.4 and 5.6. The intensities have been corrected,

as usual, for the M(pir) cuts, the AC cut, and for K -loss. Also

the isospin correction for unobserved decay modes of the interme-
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diate resonances has been included: a factor 3 for K (or

-o, -O 0 *_ _0 - -o.K ) •* K ir , a factor 3/2 for K " (or K ) + K. IT , for K (or

•* K~ir+ and for e -*• ii+ir~.

States JPMn(K ir ) and (K IT ) appear in both final s t a t e s .

Their cross sections can be directly compared in f igs . 5.4 and
—*0 — —o — . - 0 — 0

5.6. The K IT and K IT waves of the K IT u final state are re-

presented by the dotted graphs. The curves will be discussed in

section 5.6.

If the K7T7T system has isospin 1=1/2, then the K. IT cross

section (as presented in figs. 5.4 and 5.6) will be half those of
—*0 — —o — — O .

K IT , and the K P cross sections half those of K P . In sec-

tion 5.7 we will study the 1=3/2 admixtures in the K TT states.
The 1 waves.

+ *

The dominant wave over the whole mass region is 1 0+(K w).

We will concentrate on its structure since evidence [5] has been

found for the Q2 resonance at M(Kirir) = 1.4 GeV. All three charge

modes of 1 0+(K IT) (one from final state (2.1) and two from final

state (2.2)) show a maximum at vL.4 GeV (cf. fig. 5.4), although

their shapes around "this mass are somewhat different. The
-*o - +

K IT mode from the K• ir IT data exhibits a narrow peak, while

this mode is very broad in the K°ir ir data. The difference is

accentuated by the weak inconsistency between the intensities in

the region 1.35 < M(Kirrr) < 1.40 GeV. This may be due to some am-
+ - . - —o — o

biguity between 1 and 0 waves in the K ^ ir data, causing a too
+ —+0 — — —*o —

small 1 0+(K IT ) and a too large 0 0+(K TT ) contribution near

1.35 GeV (the ambiguity will be discussed in this section). The

1 0+(K IT ) maximum is also broad. From the intensity structures

alone we cannot conclude that the Q~ is observed in our data.

Compared to the 1 0+(K IT) intensities, the contributions

from 1 1+(K IT) are very small: This means there is approximate

t-channel helicity conservation for the JP(n)=l (K ir) wave of

KIT-IT mass between 1.0 and 1.5 GeV. This is not the case for

1 (Kp). At M(KTTTT) & 1.3 GeV, the states l+l+(Kp) have a maximum,
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3000

2S00-

2000-

CO

XI
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1500

1000

500

250

1*0+

ro+

1*0+ (Prt"

h

T * -

1.2 1.2 l.U 1. 1.2 l.H

I

M (Knn) (GeV)

Fig. 5.4. Mass dependence of the J =1 partial waves in the

t-channel of the K IT IT and K°ir~ir° data with t1 < 0.5
2 s —*o - -o - " - o - o

GeV . The K. i\ and K TT results from the K IT it. final

state arc represented by the dotted graphs with crosses

in the center. The cross sections include corrections

for unseen decay modes of the intermediate resonances.

The curves.correspond to a fit .with the model discussed

in section 5.6. .
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while the M=0 components are nearly zero. At 13 GeV/c, however,

a diffractively produced 1 (Kp) resonance has been observed [5]

(the Q.) around 1.3 GeV in both helicity states. We will concen-

trate on the consequent difference in energy dependence for dif-

ferent states in section 5.9.

To further investigate the nature of the maxima in. the

Jp=l states, we examine the relative phase between the two larg-

est, i l+(Kp) and 1 0+(K T ) . If these states were pure reso-

nances at 1.3 and 1.4 GeV respectively, one would expect the re-

lative phase variation of two Breit-Wigner amplitudes: an in-

crease with Kim mass up to some place between 1.3 and 1.4 GeV,

followed by a decrease back to the original phase value.

However, only if the spin-coherence between. 1 1+ and 1 0+ is

100%, will the measured phase of the interference density matrix

elements exactly equal the relative phase -between the production

amplitudes. This coherence turns out to be large compared to

other coherences, but it is not consistent with 100% in all mass

bins.

1*1+ (K>°) v. 1*0+ 1*1+ CK°P-) v. 1*0+

{

I 1 ,
1 1;

M(Knn) IGeV)

+ -' +

Fig. 5.5. Relative phase and coherence between 1 1+ and 1 0+

states in the t-channel as function of M(KTnr). The

curves correspond to a fit with the model discussed in

section 5.6.
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The phase of 1 l+(Kp) relative to 1 0+(K ir) is plotted as

function of M(Kinr) in fig. 5.5 for the three available charge

modes. The error bars are too large to uniquely conclude that

the double resonant behaviour is present. There is however an

indication of phase-increase between ^1.2 and M..4 GeV, and a

fall-off thereafter. The measured coherence is also shown in

fig. 5.5. The curves correspond to fits with a model discussed

in the next section. No reliable phases with respect to

J =0 waves or other waves have been obtained.

We conclude that our 1 results (intensities and relative

phases) are consistent with the existence of the Q^d^OO) in

1 0+(K it) and of the Qj(1300) in 1 l+(Kp). Quantitative informa-

tion on the resonances will be given in the next section.

Inclusion of the 1 0+(Ke) and 1 0+(KT) waves have consider-

ably improved the quality of the PWA fits, but show no structure

in their mass dependence. In several cases the wave intensities
+ *

were small, but their interference (e.g. with 1 0+(K ft)) very
significant. It is not clear from this analysis whether the

Ke and KIT waves correspond to physical states, or whether they
• . +

are needed to account for a small part of the 1 data not des-

cribable with the isobar model (cf. remark in section 5.1).

The 0 waves. -

As can be seen in fig. 5.6 there is strong contribution from

' :\ 0 0+ waves in the modes K ir and Ke above M(Kinr) = 1.2 GeV. Their

mass structures are, however, controversial. At M . 4 GeV there
' - . — -—"̂  O — — Q — Q "

:y-.; i s a pronounced maximum in 0 0+(K IT ) from the K TT TT data , but
'••'-.-, _ _ + _ * _ 0

,;,! i t i s no t conf i rmed by t h e K ir ir d a t a . 0 0+(K ir ) a l s o has a

>v maximum, but a t M. .25 GeV.

-i; Since the SLAC group has found evidence for a new diffrac-

, - t ive Kirir 0 0+ resonance [8] at ^1.4 GeV, and iti%0 0+(K IT) also a

peak at 1.23 GeV, we have made several additional checks on our

PWA f i t s .

In the interval 1.35 < M(KTTIT) < 1.40 GeV there is maximal
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inconsistency between the two channels for 0 0+(K IT ). In the

same mass region the l V ( K * V ) cross section is lower in the

i V * 0 data than in the K V / data. These two differences may

indicate an ambiguity between the <f and 1+ states. Indeed there

is negative correlation between o"o+(K IT ) and 1 0+<K ir ), with

coefficient -0.13 in K°irV and -O.^in K W . In a fit on the

EVir 0 data without the state 0~0+(K*V), the contribution to

l+0+(K*V) increased with just the number of events originally

in the 0" state, and the inconsistency between the two

l+0+(K*V) contributions vanished. Although in terms of likeli-

hood value the fit including 0~0 +(K*V) is highly prefered, the

comparisons between one-dimensional distributions and between mo-

ments (discussed in the previous section) give only small prefer-

ence to the solution containing the 0 wave.

A similar situation is found in the region

1.20 < M(Kirir) < 1.25 GeV, where 1+O+(K*V) is negatively corre-
. * - o .

lated with 0 0+(R n )•

Summarising, we observe o"O+(K *) peaks at different M(Kinr)

positions for different waves, and we cannot exclude that parts

of the 0~ cross section belong in fact to a 1 state.

Our 0~0+(K~e) wave shows no obvious mass structure, also in

contrast to the SLAG finding at higher energy that the main decay

mode of the 0 resonances is K e.

We have not been able to obtain reliable phase measurements

between 0 and other waves.

In conclusion, we have found no clear evidence for the

0 resonance observed at SLAC.

The 2 waves.
p, . -+,_*

Around M(KTTTT) = 1.4 GeV there are significant JP(n)=2 (K ir)

contributions (cf. fig. 5.6). Their structures suggest produc-

tion of the K*(1420). This resonance has a width of 100 MeV and

is known to decay into K*ir and Kp. The latter mode is only very

weakly present in our data. The total 2+ contribution is only a
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small fraction of the total cross section in both diftractive

channels, and apparently contains non-K (1420) background. We

will reserve the study of the K (1420) for the analysis of the

charge-exchange channel (chapter 6) in which the resonance is

very clearly produced.

The 2 waves.

Finally, 2 0+(K IT) waves contribute significantly, but with-

out clear structure. Below 1.5 GeV they can be considered, as a

continuation of the unnatural parity series (0 , 1 ,...) caused

by Deck amplitudes. At high mass (M.6 GeV) a 2 resonance has

been observed by the ABCLV collaboration [23].

In conclusion, we find indications for resonances in the

J =1 and 2 waves, but not in 0 and 2 . • The spin-parity

1 states give the most important contribution to the diffractive

data and their intensity and phase suggest the presence of two

1 resonances. This will be studied in more detail in the next

section.

5.6. Interpretation of the 1 waves using a two-resonance-Deck

model. „

and

+ * +
The intensity structures of the 1 (K IT) and 1 (Kp) waves,

relative phase variations have indicated that if Q. and

;;.,' Q2 exist, they are produced on top of a large background. The

.;,; large 1 0+(K. ir) non-resonant cross section (maximal at ^1.2 GeV)

•f most probably comes from Deck-type.mechanisms. ,

We have used a model of Bowler [24] to quantitatively des-
f f . ' - . • * . - - • - ' •• . • + . ' , . + • • . ' ' •

K cribe the K ir and Kp modes of our 1 0+ and 1 1+ states in terms
= - : - • " • • ' • • ' . • * ' . . : . • . ' " • . ' • , . " • • - • - "

of two KTTTT resonances, and K IT and Kp Deck .amplitudes. This

model has been successfully applied in ref. [24] to f i t simul-

taniously the K and K." 13 GeV/c SLAC 1+ data. We will use a
) • •
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restricted version of the model in the sense that we only have

results of a K beam.
+ * +

In the model, the total 1 (K ir) and the total 1 (Kp) produc-

tion (Fj and F2) in a given helicity state is written in the form
/ F l \ - l / P l \

1 - U-iKe) (5.5)

Vj W
where the two-channel K-matrix keeps the amplitude unitary, p is

the diagonal complex phase-space matrix, and P is the production

vector. The production amplitudes of the Qo and the Q, are de-

noted by fp and fp, respectively, and their couplings to K w and

Kp channels by fa ...f^ . K and P have then the form

Mb M x

where M i s the RTTU e f f e c t i v e mass and M_ and ML. the K-matrix

p o l e s to be de termined . D. and D 9 are Stodolsky forms [ 26 ] for

the K IT and Kp Deck ampl i tudes : .

where po](
p
o2^ determines the size of the K IT (Kp) amplitude and

.̂((f-) its phase at K ir(Kp) threshold; A, = M - m_*.-- m and
1 c. • . ' 1 K. IT ,

A2 • M -m^ -mR. More detai ls on the formulae can be found in

ref. [24, 25, 2 6 ] .

If the physical Qj and Q2 are SU(3) mixtures of the

1 octets with C=+ and C=-, and i f this mixing does not influence

the decays, one can write

1/2 Y+COS 9 + /9/20 Y- sin 6

-1 /2 Y+sin 6 + V9/20 Y_ cos 6

1/2 Y+cos 6 - ̂ 9/20 Y_ sin
2

f,, = -1/2 Y.sin 9 - ̂ 9/20 Y cos 6
b2 + .
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where 6 is the SU(3) mixing angle and y , y_ the reduced

couplings of the octets to the pseudoscalar-vector system.

An amplitude vector F of equation (5.5) needs to be set up

for Mn=0+ and for Mn=l+ to describe the JP=1 partial waves.

Since experimentally only relative phases have been measured, we

fix the over-all phase such that f (Mn=Q+) is real and positive.
"a

In total, there are 20 free real parameters in the problem:

the K-matrix poles VL& and M ^ the couplings Y + and Y_, the SU(3)

mixing angle 6, 4 amplitudes f (of which 1 real and 3 complex)

and 4 complex Deck amplitudes.

We have performed minimum chi-squared fits with the model to
* + +

the K IT and Kp 1 0+ and 1 1+ intensities, and the phases of

l+0+(Kp), l+l+(K IT) and l+l+(Kp) relative to l+0+(K ir). The

K IT ir and K. IT ir 1 results have been fitted independently,

offering a means to check the results.

From the K it t data all measured 1 (K ir) and 1 (Kp) inten-

sities and phases have been used, with the exception of the

Kp results below H(Kirir) = 1.2 GeV (approximately the

Kp threshold). This gives 50 data points for the fit. A good

representation of the partial waves has been obtained with the

resonance parameter values listed in the first column of table

5.5. The partial widths are calculated from y+, Y_ and 6 . Me

find a Q~ resonance at 1.41 GeV with -total F = 200 MeV, coupling
*

almost exclusively to K ir, and a Qj resonance at ^1.28 GeV, 190

MeV wide, decaying mainly into Kp. The Q, mass is close to the

Kp threshold, and has been estimated as the fitted value of the
j

K-matrix pole Mfe plus 50 MeV. Due to the limited number of ava-

ilable.data points, the estimated systematic uncertainties are as

large as ^50 MeV. The fit was not stable enough to obtain the

parameter errors in a straightforward way. These have rather

been estimated from results of fit restarts fixing one or more

parameters to several different values.
-*o - ,~ oThe full curves in the K ir and K p" plots of fig. 5.4 are

the total intensities and the phases according to the solution of
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table 5.5. The broken curves in fig. 5.4 correspond to the in-

tensities of the Deck amplitude alone, corrected for rescattering

(cf. ref. [26]). It.can be concluded from the figure that there

are important Q, and Q2 contributions in 1 l+(Kp) and 1 0+(K it)

and that these intensities cannot be described without the reso-

nances .

Using (arbitrarily) the K ir (not the K IT ) modes and the

K F' modes of the K ir ir 1 waves, we have obtained the solution

listed in the second column of table 5.5. It has been necessary

to ignore the 1 0+(K -ir ) intensities below 1.1 GeV to achieve a

good fit with the model. The differences between the results in

the first and second column of table 5.5 give ah impression of

the systematic uncertainties in the parameters.

The partial width Q2 ">" K TT is found to be somewhat larger in

the K IT IT fit, and this is also reflected by the wider maximum

of the 1 0+(K ir ) curve compared to the 1 0+(K ir ) curve in

.fig. 5.4. The small coupling of the Q« to Kp is visible in the

MTI=0+ KP states from both final states. The Q, signal in

Table 5.5. Q-resonance parameter values obtained from fits to the

1 PWA results with the model discussed in the text

(first two columns), compared with results on differ-

ent data .

DIFFRACTIVE Kirir ' BACKWARD

MQl (GeV)

MQ2 (GeV)

9 (degrees)

V K \ ( M S V >

r ^ (MeV)

^ ^ ( M e V )

r 2 (M e V )

X2/ND

4 . 2

K~ir~ir+

1.28

1.41

68

50

140

190

10

72/30

GeV/c

KV* 0

1.30

1.46

56

10

130

240

10

35/28

13

Bowler

1.29+0.04

1.38±0.04

52 7

25

152

287

i-l

854/204

GeV/c

Carnegie

1.29+0.03

1.40+0.01

5±3

145+70

140+15

2±2

Berger

1.28±0.02

1.42+0.06

10±3

100±30

230±50

20±20

4.2 GeV/c

Gavillet

1.275+0.010

17±6

" 58+6
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1 l+(Kp) is very well described by the model. The variations of

the l+l*(Kp) phases relative to 1 0+(K IT) is also well

reproduced: an increase, followed by a fall-off between the

Qj and Q2 positions. The division of the very small 1 1+(K IT)

and 1 0+(KP) contributions into resonance and Deck parts by the

model is rather dubious: The intensity of the Deck term alone is

stronger than the total amplitude squared, due to large destruc-

tive interference between the Deck and the resonant amplitude.

We have found an SU(3) mixing angle 8 of approximately 60°.

A comparison of our results with fits to the SLAC 13 GeV/c

diffractive data, and with backward data is made in table 5.5.

The other fits to diffractive Kinr data with the same model

[24] and with alternative two-resonance models [27, 28] gave re-

sults in agreement with our findings. However, the Q. observed

in backward KTTIT data [29] tends to be narrower than the diffrac-

tive Q. , although the K ir/Kp branching ratios are equal within

errors.

We conclude that we have found the 1 data from both our

diffractive final states to be consistent with the existence of

the Q. and the Q_ resonance. We have obtained masses and widths

compatible with earlier results.

5.7. Isospin of the K TT and KIT waves.

The occurence of two K 's and two K'S in the K IT ir events

allows the isospin structure of the K IT and KIT states to be di-

rectly measured. The complex ratio between the K °TT~ and
^— 0 D

K IT amplitudes of each JFMn state determines the size and phase

of the 1=1/2 and 1=3/2 components (similarly for KIT ).

Suppose that D1'2 and D 3' 2 are the complex 1=1/2 and 1=3/2

amplitudes for an arbitrary JpMn(K TT) wave. Then, their contri-

butions to the different charge states of the KOir~Tf° data is:.
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function of M(K ir ir ) .
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Note that we use (in contrast to the presentation in fig. 5.4 and

5.6) amplitudes that can be directly measured in the analysis,

i.e. the numerical coefficients are SU(2) constants for both the
* *

(KTTTT) •*• K ir and K •> Kir decays. The isospin amplitudes become

*.- o
=*o - K IT

•n * ~*° ~

If a JpMn(K ii) wave is a pure 1=1/2 state, the measured K n and

K ir amplitudes must be equally large and opposite in sign.

The same formulae hold for KIT waves.
-*

We have determined the isospin decomposition of all K T and
| KIT waves contributing to the K. ff 7r data. The ratio's

.; as function of Kirir mass are shown in fig. 5.7. Since the domi-

.; . nant wave, 1+O+(K IT) , has a very small fraction 1=3/2 (£4% above

f' 1.1 GeV), one can generally conclude that the diftractive

::;i Kinr system is mainly built up from 1=1/2 amplitudes.

j,| Several spin-parity waves have substantial 1=3/2 components,
v-l| - ' +

|j but their structures are not clear. For the 2 waves, the 1=3/2

::'J component is, of course, due to non-K (1420) amplitudes (since

/ the K*(1420) has isospin 1/2).

'.: In principle, an isospin analysis could be done also for the

• Kp waves by comparing the results of final states (2.1) and

-. (2.2). The difficulty is that'the relative phases between the

' two Kp modes cannot be directly measured, but only by their in-
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terference with the K IT wave which both final, states have in

common. We have not performed such an. analysis because of the

low cross section for the Kp modes.

5.8. Production characteristics of the j"=l waves.

To obtain differential cross sections as a function of tf we

have performed PWA fits in four different t1 intervals. For rea-

sons of statistics we have used wide regions in M(KTnr), namely

1.16-1.28 GeV, 1.22-1.34 GeV and 1.36-1.48 GeV. These intervals

were also used in the SLAC analysis at 13 GeV/c [30]; they cor-

respond to the regions where one expects contributions from Deck

amplitudes, from the Q and from the Q respectively. The lowest

tf interval used is 0.0-0.03 GeV2, except for 1.16 < M(KTTTT)

1.16<MlKnn)<1.28 1.22<MtKnn)<1.31 1.36<MIKmO<l.iiB GeV

1*1+(K>°)

Fig. 5.8. t' dependence of 1 0+(K rr ) and 1 1+(K p ) in the re-
2 +

0.0 < t 1 < 0.5 GeV , in different M(K ir ir") inter-
vals.
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< 1.28 GeV where we have choosen 0.01 < t' < 0.03 GeV . Events

with smaller t1 have a final proton with very low lab. momentum

and may therefore have failed to reach the analysis sample.

The wave sets used consist of the states already found in

previous fits. Results of the largest J =1 contributions to the

K~TT~IT+ data, 1 0+(K ir~) and 1 1+(K P ), are shown in fig. 5.8.

Whereas the 1 0+(K IT) differential cross section is steep, the

production of 1 l+(Kp) is least significant (smaller than 1.5

standard deviations) in the lowest t' bin for all mass regions,

indicative of the expected turn over of the cross section near

t'=0.

vM_Table 5.6. Fi ts of A(t') exp(bt') to t' distributions between 0.C

and 0.5 GeV2 of 1+Mn(n) s t a t e s . Results for

1+Q+(K %") are given for final s tate (2 .1) and (2 .2 )

in that order.

(GeV) wave A (mb/GeV3*2M) b (GeV~2)

1.16-1.28

1.22-1.34

1.36-1.48

+ ' —*o —
1 0+(K ir )

~

l+0+(K*V)

1+O+(K*V)

lV(K*V)

+ • - 6
1 0+(K v )

5.8±0.7

5.7±0.6

3.7±0.3

2.7±2.1

6.7±2.0

5.8±0.6

6.4±0.6

3.3±0.3

3.6±1.9

6.7±1.9

4.6±0.4

5.3±0.5

3.1±0.3

l.l±0.3

5.7±2.8

-8.2±0.6
-8.2±0.6

-9.2+0.6

-8.3±3.3

-9.8±1.7

-8.1+0.7

-8.2±0.6

-8.3±0.7

-8.4±2.4

-8.5±1.3

-6.110.5

-8.21Q.7

-8.3±0.6

-4.5±0.9

•10 13

0 .6

0 .6

4.5

0 .5

1.2

0 . 8

6 . 4

0 .5

•1.3*

1.9

1.5

0 .6

1.9

I * 2

6 .2
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The 1+O+(K ir) distribution can be described by the form

Aexp(bt'), and the l+l+(Kp) distribution by At\exp(bt'). Table

5.6 lists the parameters of such fits to the results, from the
— — + —6 — o

K IT IT a n d K IT IT d a t a .
+ *

In table 5.6 the slopes b of the 1 0+(K ir) waves show a ten-

dency to decrease with increasing M(k7nr), but only weakly. In

comparison to the results at 13 GeV/c [30] we find values |b| for
+ —*r> — —2

1 0+(K IT ) which are %1 to 2 GeV smaller.

To study with sufficient precision the helicity properties

of the 1+(K ir) and 1 (Kp) system, we have fitted each of the

three mass regions (defined above) while integrating over the t'

range 0.0-0.3 GeV2.

We have already mentioned that 1 (K ir) production is approx-

imately t-channel helicity conserving. As shown in table 5.7,

the element'p of the normalised sub-density matrix of 1 (K. IT)

is very small and p is consistent with 1. This is not the case

for l+(Kp).

Different results are found in the s-channel helicity frame.

These have been obtained in fits to the K IT ir data after rede-
+ *

Table 5.7. Diagonal elements of the t - and s-channel 1 (K IT) and
1 (KP) density matrix for 0;0 < t1 < 0.3 GeV .

(GeV) 1.16-1.28 1.22-1.34 1.36-1.48

t-channel

+ • P°° 0.93±0.08 0.93±0.07 0.97±0.05
1 (K TT) II .A •

P O.O7±O.O2 Q.07±0.02 0.03±0.02

+ P00 0.11±0.11 0.12±0.10 0.48±0.18
1 (Kp) n

p 0.89±0.21 0.88±0.18, 0.52±0.21

oo
• + ' • P O.70±O.O7
1 (K IT) I I

p11 0.30+0.03
oo

s-channel
0.63+0.05

0.37±0.03

0.74±0.20 0.86±0.18

0.26±0.12 , 0.14±0.06

0.83±0.05

0.1.7 ±0.02
0.64±0.22
0.36±0.13
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fining the Euler angles (<|>,9»Y)- in Che new frame. As can be seen

in table 5.7, now P of 1 (KP) is consistent with 1 (especially

in the Q. region), while this is no longer the case for p of

1 (K IT). This is evidence for approximate s-channel helicity

conservation for 1 (Kp), which has also been found at higher en-

ergies [5, 30],

The difference between the 1 (Kp) polarisations in the t-

and s-channel frames is larger than expected from a simpel rota-

tion over the average crossing angle. Such a rotation is only an

approximation, but the fits in the s-channel should also be con-

sidered as an estimate: t ley are of poorer quality than the

t-channel fits. The reason for this is probably that we have

used the t-channel wave sets, neglecting the possibility that

higher helicities of the 2 and 2 waves are important to des-

cribe the s-channel situation (the available statistics have not

allowed the addition of new states to check this point).

Moreover, we have not determined FT parameters (as in section

5.1) specifically for the s-channel helicity frame, but rather

assigned the same t'-slope to each wave.

In conclusion, we have found an exponential t* dependence
+ • • _2

for the 1 0+(K ir) waves, with slope b - -8 GeV , and for

1 l+(Kp) an intensity distribution consistent with having a

fall-off towards t'=0. The 1 (K ir) production is approximately

.t-cliannel helicity conserving, while the 1 (Kp ) helicity is

better conserved in the s-channel.

5.9. Energy dependence of the 1 waves.

The major part of the .cross section for the reaction

K p •*• (KTTTT) p comes from amplitudes that produce the Kirir system

in the state 1 0+(K ir). K ir Deck amplitudes with pomeron ex-

change at the pp vertex are believed to be responsible for the

large 1 0+ cross section at low Kirir mass,.while the peak at 1.4
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• o) m*(K*ni bJ 1*0* <KP) c) l'U.(K/>) d)

n=-0.t2*0.n so
M(Knn) =

1.1-1.2 GeV

n=-0,30iO.U
ion
500

1.2-1.3 DeV

I

n=-Q.6H±0.11

n=-0.90iO. 1

1000 }

soo

I S 10 50 1 S 10 50 1 5 10 SO

PUB IGeV/c)

1 5 10 SO

1.3-l.H GeV

1 . 1 - 1 . 5 GeV

Fig. 5.9. Energy dependence of 1 (K IT) and 1 (Kp) waves in the

t-channel helicity frame for 100 MeV mass intervals and

0 < t1 < 0.3 GeV2. The straight lines in the 1+0+(K*TT)

figures correspond to fits of C p° to the- data
lab

points below 40 GeV/c as described in the text. the
values n are indicated in the sub-figures. -
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GeV is due Co Q ? production by natural parity exchange. If there

is only pomeron exchange the cross section is generally expected

to be "nearly constant as function of energy. However, if trajec-

tories with an intercept smaller than 1 are exchanged the cross

section will decrease with growing P-ja*» A study of the energy

dependence can thus give additional information on which produc-

tion mechanisms are present.
^ mm + J.

He compare our K if ir t-channel 1 PWA results at 4.2 GeV/c

with those at 13 GeV/c [5], at 13.5 GeV/c (the average beam

momentum of the combined 10, 14.3 and 16 GeV/c data) [20] and at

40 GeV/c [21]. Cross sections are extracted for 100 MeV inter-

vals of H(Kirir) in the region 1.1-1.5 GeV-and are averaged over

the t1 range 0.0-0.3 GeV2.

Fig. 5.9a shows the p dependence of the 1 0+(K IT) produc-

tion. Above 13 GeV/c the cross section is consistent with being

flat for all tf(Kirir) intervals, indicative of pomeron exchange

dominance. However, from.4 to 13 GeV/c there is a decrease, be-

coming faster at high Kirn mass. At M(Kirir) - 1.2 GeV the

1 0+(K IT) cross section behaves (determined from the data at 4.2,

13 and 13.5 GeV/c) like p" , with n - -0.35 [*] while we find a
l a b • •

larger slope h ~ -0.75 at 1.4 GeV. This suggests that at lower

beam momenta other natural parity objects besides the pomeron are

exchanged and are responsible for a large part of the

Q production. " .

The other 1 states are all much smaller in magnitude.,
+ *

Fig. 5.9b shows the results for 1 1+(K. IT). At low mars the wave
is increasing with p. , in contrast to the slowly decreasing
+ * l a b + *
1 0+(K ir) state. This may indicate that 1 (K ir) t-chanriel heli-
city ceases to be well conserved at high energy. In the

+ *
[*] The relative errors on the 1 0+(K ir) data points are very

small and do riot contain the systematic uncertainty of the

overall normalisation. This uncertainty is 10% for the SLAC

data [31]. For the p.. . fits we used a minimum error of 10%

on all data points.
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Q_ region the situation is not clear.

The 1 (Kp) waves are shown in figs. 5.9c and 5.9d. There is

a difference between the two helicity states above 1.2 GeV. At

4.2 GeV/c the MM) component is smaller or just equal to the M=l

component, while at 40 GeV/c M=0 is dominant. At high mass

(1.4-1.5 GeV) this difference is most clearly demonstrated:

1 O+(Kp) increases and 1 l+(Kp) decreases with energy.
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CHAPTER 6

P A R T I A L W A V E S O F T H E K i r i r S Y S T E M

P R O D U C E D B Y C H A R G E - E X C H A N G E .

The K IT IT s y s t e m produced i n t h e r e a c t i o n c h a n n e l ( 3 . 3 )

K~p -> (K n if~)

1
I

at 4.2 GeV/c has already been analysed [10] at. the time that

of the data was available. We have recently repeated the PWA

using the full statistics, defined in section 3.3. The results

of this analysis are consistent with the findings of the previous

work.
-o + - " *

We present the K ir IT analysis in the form of a reprint of

ref. [10]. For completeness we also show the most important in-

tensity and phase plots from the full statistics data.

General features of the data have been described in sections

2.3, 3.3 and 3.4.

It should be remarked that the K ir ir~ system has in the

meantime also been analysed at 10 GeV/c by the CERN OMEGA group

[32]. The group did not obtain conclusive results on phase vari-

ations, but claimed evidence for Q2(1400) production in 1 0+(K ir)

at 10 GeV/c and found some indication of Qj(1300) in 1 0+(Kp).

We would like to draw attention to the successful interpre-

tation of the low-mass charge-exchange Kirir data at 4.2 GeV/c with

a double exchange model [11].

6.1. Spin-parity structure of the (Kirir) system produced in the

charge-exchange reaction K p + (K ir f )n at 4.2 GeV/c.

,
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A partial wave analysis of the K°irV" system produced in the charge exchange reaction K~p -~ (K°it*ir-)n at
4.2 GeV/e has been performed both as a function of Kim mass and of I'. The 1*S wave forms the largest contribution
to the Kim system and peaks at roughly the same mass ai the Q in diffractive Kim production. The polarization pro-
perties of the 1 *S (K*n) and 1*S (Kp) waves differ from those of the diffractive 1* wave. There is some evidence for
a resonance contribution to l*S(K*ir)- The strong 2* wave is identified with the K*(1420) and the K/>/K*it decay
branching ratio determined to be 0.3610.10. An enhancement with spin-parity 1' is observed under the K*(1420).

The existence of strange axial-vector mesons is of
vital importance for any quark model classification of
particles. Partial wave analyses [1—7] of the low mass
Kirn system produced in the diffractive-like reactions
K~p •+ (K7nr)~p have identified two 1+ states in the
Q region, one decaying into K*tr, the other into Kp,
with different production properties. Two recent ana-
lyses (5,6] have presented the first evidence for reso-
nance contributions, perhaps produced coherently with
the large diffractive background.

The diffractive background is absent in the charge-
exchange reaction K~p •+ (Kim)°n. The non-diffractive
double peripheral (Deck-type) background [8] is con-
siderably smaller than the background in the diffractive
channel. Previous analyses of the (Kmr)° system have
been limited by low statistics and only partial wave
contributions integrated over both mass and four-mo-
mentum transfer could be obtained [9,10],
- In this tetter we present a differential partial wave

1 Now at the University of NQmegen.
'NowatSLAC.
3 This investigation is supported by the joint research programs

ofFOMandZOW.

analysis of the_K°ir+ir~ -system, produced in the reac-
tion K~p-»(K°ir+ir~)n. The data correspond to
~80 events/fib and are part of a high statistics expo-
sure of the CERN 2m HBC to a K~ beam of 4.16GeV/c
average momentum. . "

A total of 20371 events gavekinematically accept-
able fits to the channel K~p-» Koir+ir~n with a conta-
mination ofless than 10% (coming mainly from the
final states K°ir+iTn + n°'s and K?iTp+n°*s). The
cross-section was calculated to be (0.82 ±0.05) mb after
corrections for K° escape losses and unseen decay
modes.

The nn* and nK° mass distributions (not shown)
exhibit A*(1236) and A(1520) production. We excluded
those events with mass m(mr*) < 134 GeV or mass
m(nK°)< 1.54 GeV. (There are also some higher mass
N*'s and Y*'s produced, but with lower cross section;
no attempt has been made to remove them.) We also
required t'pn<Q.S GeV2. The final sample for this ana-
lysis included 2785 events with a mass m(Kmt) between
1.09 and 1.87 GeV. The mOur*) and m(nK°) cuts cone
spond to an acceptance of 47%. A pronounced peak of
the K*(1420) is present in the m(Kirn) spectrum.

We performed a partial wave analysis (PWA) of the
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Fig. 1. Partial wave content (denoted by JpMi) of the K ° « V
system as a function of mass foi t' < 0.5 GeV*. The numbers
of events an collected for the nn* and nK° mass cuts de-
soribed in the text and for KJ detection efficiency. The ctos*-
sections an in addition corrected for unseen K° decay modes.

K°ir+ir~ system using the CERN extension of the Illinois
PWA program [11,12J. The K°ir+ir~ system is describ-
ed in terms of states JpMt}In, where / ' is the spin-
parity of the system, At the absolute value of the z-
component of J in the (-channel helicity frame and IJ
the eigenvalue of the reflection operator in the produc-
tion plane. ForM=0, i»= +1 (—1) corresponds to states

. produced by natural (unnatural) parity exchange; for
M±0 this is_only true in the high energy limit. The de-
cay of the K°ir+ir~ system is assumed to proceed via
intermediate two-body states,Ke-,K«,K/>,Relabelled
by n and having orbital angular momentum / between
the di-meson system and the bachelor meson.

The aim of the analysis is to determine the K°n+jr~
spin density matrix p^s, t'^, m) where a,0 =JpMi\tn, .
Vf is the over-all centre-of-mass energy and m the

+ mass. .

l:

M 10 U IB
EFFECTIVE MASS mOrrirXOtV

Fig. 2. Decomposition of the 1* wave into the K*IT and Kp
decay modes as a function of (K°irV") mass for /' < 0.S GeV1.
The waves are denoted by Jpn or JFMtin. The corrections made
for the cross sections and numbers of events are the same as
for fig. 1.

.. States with the same JpMr\ are in general considered,
to be produced coherently; this is implied by factoring
the reaction amplitude into production and decay parts.
The decay part involves the complex branching ratios
(C-parameters [12]) which relate the various decay

: modes (/ and n) of a given Jp wave and are in general
assumed to be independent of the polarization of the
Kim system. For JF=\* however, the C-parameters
were also allowed to depend on M and ij in this analysis.

:; The PWA program was used to perform a maximum
likelihood fit to our data both in intervals of m and of
t' with the quantities paf (the reduced density matrix
[12];ct,tl=JpMii)an& Cat free parameters. The cuts
which were used to define the data sample were also
.applied to the normalization integrals used in the fits.
Trie final results are renormalized to full phase space
and corrected for K° losses. They will be given ss pf**
times the corrected number of events.
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I--' TableJ
Partial wave, contributions to the K ° » V lystemi for t' <
0.5GeVaandl.09<m(Kmr)<1.87GeV.

'-'if, '

JPMW

O"O + (Kff)

1+

1+0+
l+0+<K»»)
1*0+(Kp)
m+
1*1 + (KV)
l*l + (Kp)
1*1-
l*l-(K»»)
l*l-(Kp)

2*
2*1 +
2*1 + (K*»)
2+l + (Kp)
2*0-
2*0-(K»«)
2*0-(Kp)
l"0-
1-0-(KV)
lTH(Kp)

events^

836 ±96

2322 ± 180

1146± 81
6S3 ± 86
4S2182
486 ±130
346 * 93
134 ±72
690t102
478185
197 ±67

1448 ±174

401 ±154
246 ±73

• 137 ± 54
1047 ±131
683 ±96
315 ±66

1267 ±137

894±129
354 ±85;

•* The numben of events ate conected foi the isobar cuts de-
' scribed in the text and for K° detection efficiency.

We achieved a good description to the data with
contributions from only Jp=0", 1 ~, 1* and 2* waves.
We tested the uniqueness of the solutions and searched
for alternative or additional 'waves with/<4 by per-
forming fits in broad mass intervals. No additional -
waves giving a significant contribution (more than 2
standard deviations) or improving the likelihood appre-
ciably were found.
' The quality of the fits was checked by generating
Monte-Carlo events according to the density matrix •'
obtained from the fits and comparing the predicted in-

- tensity distributions with the data. We also compared
, the moments of the Kinr angular distribution assuming
(arbitrarily) the sequential decay (Kinr) •> K*ir •+ Kim.
Good agreement was found. .

. We now turn to a discussion of the results of the
analysis. The partial wave decomposition of the
K°ir+ir~ system is shown as a function of Kmr mass
in figs. 1 and 2 (integrated over the t' range to 0-0.5
GeV2). The integrated contributions are given in table 1.

3fO

Vt

Bi '•»

K"p-»(R»n*n")n at 4.2GeV/c

• « i

I'lKIHfnl.l'Q-tHpt

1 •r(MKp>.r<MKO) t
, |

— , . | — 5

U

»

nMKpM'iMlt'K) , *

t

; > '

dl ' 1 '

•f •:
1) ro-n-nD'o-lnpl

"rT' :

- *
1.0 1.4

. EFFECTIVE MASS mlR*ii*ir|a 6|V

Fig. 3. Phase of pattial wave Sfyfrin' relative to thai of JpMnn
(denoted by jI'Mrm.J'I'lfitf) asa function of (EVir")
mas«foi»'<0.SGeV».

The 0~ wave: As can be seen in table 1, there is a
significant 0" contribution, which can be satisfactorily
described by an S-wave KIT decay mode*1. Inclusion
of other possible decays (S(Ke), P(K»tr), P(Kp)) did
not appreciably change the cross section for the 0~

. wave, nor did it significantly improve the quality of
the fits. Replacing S(KTT) by one of the other modes
resulted in a slightly lower likelihood. The 0" contri-

*' the symbol x is used to denote the /= 1/2 S-wave Ktt sys-
tem. The man dependence was parametrized with a Bieit-
Wigner amplitude of man 1.32 GeV and width 0.6 GeV:
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button increases slowly with Kirn mass (fig. 1).
The 1 * wave: The 1 + wave gives the largest contri- ,

bution to the font system, and populates all three pos-
sible JWJJ states. The two A/=l states exhibit a maximum
at about 1.4 GeV, whereas the M~0 state has a broad
maximum at ~ 1.3 GeV, as is the case (but much more
pronounced)in diffractive(Kim)production [ 1 - 7 ] .

The 1+wave can be described with the two modes
Jpln = 1+S(K*«) and l+S(Kp) (see fig. 2); ho D-wave
contribution was found to be necessary to describe
the data. We tested the assumption of complete cohe-
rence between these two modes in the mass interval
1.30-1.54 GeV. Letting the C-parameter of the 1 +

wave-depend on Mi} (which still implies that complete
coherence is assumed) gave a significant improvement
over fits in which C depended only on the decay mode.
Releasing the factorization assumption (which means
free coherence or, formally, that C depends in addition
on the initial and final nucleon helicities (12J) did not
further change the results nor did it improve the likeli-
hood significantly. Similar observations have been made
in the analysis of the diffractive Kmr system at 14.3
GeV/c [2 J. Our conclusions regarding the other waves
are not affected by our treatment of the 1+ wave nor
is the total number of events assigned to a given i *Mi)
state.

Fig. 2 gives the decompositoin of the 1+S states into
the K*ir and Kp modes. We observe: I) The 1 +(K*TT)
mode occupies all magnetic substates whereas l+(Kp)
is almost entirely produced with M T J = 0 * . In other
words, the polarization of I +(K*jr) is different from
that of l+(Kp). 2) The mass dependence of l+(K*ir)
(peaking at ~1.4GeV) is different from that of l+(Kp).
We therefore conclude that the l+(K*ir) and l+(Kp)
waves onnot be explained as decay products of a single
object.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the following differences from
the results for diffractive 1 + production at higher
energies [ 1 - 6 ] :

1) Whereas the diffractive 1 + wave is found to be
dominated by the 1+0+ state, the non-diffractive 1+

wave has not only a large 1+0 + contribution (with
a low-mass shape similar to the diffractive case), but
also'considerable l + l + a n d 1+1-contributions (both
with shapes different from the 1+0+).

2) Whereas the diffractive l+(K*n) wave exhibits
approximate /-channel helicity conservation, non-
diffractive l+(K*ir) S-wave production conserves

neither /-channel nor ̂ -channel helicity. (Results for
the s-channel are not explicitely shown.)

3) Whereas the diffractive 1+S-wave contains only
a small Kp contribution, which appears to conserve s-
channel helieity, the noh-diffraetive l+(Kp) S-wave is
relatively more important and appears to be /-channel
helicity conserving.

4) Whereas diffractive 1+production proceeds mainly
by natural parity exchange (n = +1) for both (K*ir)
and (Kp), non-diffractive l+(K*fr) production at 4.2
GeV/e has in addition a considerable unnatural parity
exchange (n = - 1 ) contribution.

The 2* wave: The 2+ wave forms the second largest
contribution to the (K°ir+ir~) system (table 1) and de-
cays via D-wave into K*ir and Kp. The mass dependence
of the 2+0- state, given in fig. 1, is described by a Breit-
Wigner form with mass m = (1444+10) MeV and width
T= (129±40)MeV, where the errors are statistical only.
In the broad mass interval 1.30-1.54 GeV, the relative
phase between the K*ir and Kp decay amplitudes was
determined to be (13±8)°. A fit with free coherence
between the K*ir and Kp decay modes yielded a value
of (73±26)% for the degree of coherence of the 2 + 0 -
state. We therefore identify the 2+ wave with the
K»(1420) resonance.

The production of the 2+ wave occurs mainly via
unnatural parity exchange with A/=0, but there is also
a 2+1+ component accounting for (28 ±6)% of the total.
States with Mi\ other than 0— or 1 + were found to give
negligible contributions. The differential cross section
for the 2+0— state (not shown) was found to be peri-
pheral; a fit to the form'exp(-bi) yielded a slope b =
(5.5±0.9)GeV-2, in agreement with b = (6.4±0.5)
GeV"2 obtained for K*(1420) production in the reac-
tion K~p->K"ir+n at 4.2 GeV/c [13],

The cross section for the reaction K~p K*°(1420)n
with K*o(l420)->(Kjnr)° was determined to be (153±
21)b after correcting for Breit-Wigner tails, the r'-cut,
unseen K*ir and Kp decay modes. From a partial wave
fit over the mass region 1.34-1.50 GeV, we obtained
the branching ratio (again after all corrections).

, _K*(1420) ->Kp.
' K*(1420)-»K*ir"

' 0.36 ±0 .10 ,

in good agreement with the constrained world average
[14] R = 0.31+0.09.

The 1~ wave: The 1 ~ wave is strongly produced,
almost exclusively with Afij = 0 - . It appears as a broad
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enhancement around 1.45 GeV (fig. 1) and is produced
peripherally [* = (6.3+2.7) GeV*J. We performed se-
veral fits in a large mass interval around 1.45 GeV to
check if the 1" wave was really required by the data.
We concluded that the data could not be adequately
described if the 1" wave were omitted or replaced by

Tother waves,suchas2;'
:, 3~ or 3 + . .. ..^ .' "

The decay of the 1 ~- wave proceeds via P-wave into
K*ir and Kp, with a relative phase between the two
amplitudes of (180± 13)° in the mass region 1.39-1.51
GeV, where the 1" reaches its maximum. The beha-
viour of this relative phase as a function of mass is .
discussed below.

The results presented here^as stated before, were
obtained assuming complete coherence between the
two decay modes. Fits allowing free coherence yielded
(6O±22)% as the degreeof coherence, within two stan-
dard deviations of our assumption.

Phases. In fig. 3 we give a number of relative phases*2

The phase between 2+0-(K*ir) and 2+0-(Kp) in fig.
3a is zero throughout the K*(1420) region, consistent _~
with an interpretation of these two states as two decay
modes of a single resonance.

If the 1 ~ were a resonance decaying into K*JT and
Kp, a constant phase*3 should be observed between
l~0-(K*ir)and l~O-(Kp). Indeed an approximately
constant phase of ~ 180° is observed in the mass region
between 1.3 and 1.6 GeV (fig. 3b). The phases of
2+0-(K*ir) and 2+0-(Kp) relative to 1 ~O-(K*JT)
and l~0-(Kp) are shown in figs. 3c-3f. They increase
over-the K*(1420) region in agreement, within errors,
with a resonance 2+ wave and a I ~ wave of approxi-
mately constant phase, which may be taken as evidence
against a resonance interpretation of the 1 ~. The degree
of coherence between 1 ~ and 2* waves is sufficiently
high [(80±15)% on average] to allow a good phase de-
termination.

For the l+0+ state the Kp mode is consistent with
having a small and constant phase relative to 0"0+(K7T)
(fig. 3g). The I+0+(K*ir) phase varies strongly relative

*J We define the relative phase between slates a, ff as the phase
of the density matrix element p°0. In the case of complete
coherence between o,0 these phases may be interpreted as
relative phases between paitial wave amplitudes.

*3 A phase of 180° is expected from SU3 and the quark model
for the decay of 1 ~ resonance into K*it and Kp, while a
phase of 0° is expected for the decay of the 2*K*(1420).

tobothO~0+(«jr)and l+0+(Kp)above 1.4GeV.
Although the degree of coherence between 0~0+ and
1+0+ is only (62±13)%, this phase increase could be
evidence for a l+S(K*ir) resonance above 1,40eV.

Summary. Wt conclude that the l+wave provides
the strongest contribution to Knir production via charge
exchange in KTp-» (K°ir+n")n at 4.2 GeV/c. The l+0+
state peaks at roughly the same mass as does the Q in7

diffractive Knir production. However, the 1+S(K*TT)
wave has a maximum at ~ 1.4GeV, while there is no
peak in the l+S(Kp) intensity. Moreover, the relative .
K*ff and Kp intensities and polarization properties of .
the 1+wave differ from those in diffractive 1+ produc-
tion. Compared to 0~0+(KJT), 1+O+(K*JT) shows a
possible phase variation, while I+0+(Kp) does not.
These results suggest a resonance contribution to
]+S(K*ir) but not to l+S(Kp).

- The 2+ wave can be identified as the K*(1420) re-
sonance from both the mass dependence and relative
phase variations. The Kp/K*ir decay branching ratio
is0.36±0.10.

There is, furthermore, a strong contribution from
a 1" wave peaking at JWKnn * 1.45 GeV. The phase
between the (K*ir) and (Kp) decay modes is approxi-
mately 180°, which would be consistent with a reso-
nance interpretation. However, the phase variation of
the 1 ~ wave relative to 2+ suggests that only the latter
wave is resonant. :
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6.2. Some comments on the results with the full data statistics.

In figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 are plotted the results of the

partial wave analysis in 50 MeV K ir IT mass bins, using the total

statistics of the experiment. The partial wave intensities of

fig. 6.1 and 6.2 are corrected for unseen decay modes of the

K and the K , In ref. [10] it was chosen not to include this

iaospin correction.

Whereas conclusions drawn from the wave intensities are the

same as in [10], the phase variations exhibit a different trend

in some cases: All four plotted phases of 2 versus

1 (figs. 6.3c - 6.3f) show an increase above 1.4 GeV, as could

be expected if 2 resonates and 1 does not in that mass region.

However, below 1.4 GeV, the situation is unclear. The phase is

approximately constant or decreases, depending on the decay mode.

This difference between the decay modes is seen in figs. 6.3a and

6.3b. Above 1.4 GeV, the relative phase between the 2 modes and

between the 1 modes is rather constant, but below 1.4GeV there

are sudden changes. In fig. 6.3b there is at 1.4 GeV no distinc-

tion possible between increase and decrease of the phase: it

changes by approximately 180°. One must conclude that no reli-

able results can be obtained from the 2 and 1 phases below 1.4

GeV.

The relative phases between the 0 and the 1 0+ waves, and

between the two 1 0+ modes behave very quietly below MCKirir) = 1.6

GeV. The systematic distance of 180° between the results of

ref. [10] and of figs. 6,3g and 6.3h comes from a difference in

the convention specifying the order of the three mesons.
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SUMMARY.

In this thesis we study the (Kim) system diffractively pro-

duced in the reactions'

K p •* K IT IT p and

— • -"O — 0

K p •> K IT IT p

as well as the (Kirn) system produced by charge-exchange:

K~p -*• K°TT ir~n.

The data are obtained in a high statistics experiment with

incident K mesons at 4.2 GeV/c, using the CERN 2-metre hydrogen

bubble chamber.

We define and select the three final states in chapter 2,

reduce and determine their ambiguities to calculate the final

state cross sections.

Out of these final states we extract events most likely cor-

responding to the process in which (KTITT) + nucleon is produced.

It turns out that severe cuts (excluding A- and Y -events, events

with high t' and. with high M(KTTTT)) are necessary to obtain data

samples which are sufficiently pure (KTTTT) + nucleon to be further

analysed. These data consist for a large part of K IT and

Kp events (chapter 3).

In chapter 5 and 6 we analyse the diffractive Kirtr systems

and the charge-exchange KITIT system using a partial wave analysis

method (reviewed in chapter 4). We describe the KTTTT systems in

terms of states JPMn(£jn), where JPMn specifies the production

(spin-parity, t-channel helicity, and exchange naturality) and

Ujn) the decay of (Kir'ir).
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For the diftractive (KTTTT) system we find a large JpMn- 1 0+

wave which decays mainly into K Tr, as well as a 1 1+ wave decay-

ing mainly into Kp, These waves can be well interpreted as two

JPal resonances on top of a lowtmass 1 background due to double

peripheral (Deck) amplitudes. In a fit of a two-resonance-Deck

model to our 1 intensity and phase variations we find a reso-

nance Q. at ^1.28 GeV with V ~ 190 MeV (mainly Kp) and a Q9 at

^1.41 GeV with T = 200 MeV (mainly K TT).

The 1 (K IT) and 1 (Kp) waves are produced very differently.

The production cross section of the first is much larger (̂  a

factor 20) than that of the second. Furthermore, 1 (K IT) is pro-

duced nearly exclusively in the state M=0. This t-channel heli-

city conservation holds for the Q-part and for the Deck-part of

1+(K IT). The opposite is the case for 1 (Kp): its M=l state is

more important than the M=0 state, especially at lower Kp mass.

In the (KITTT) s-channel frame, however, the 1 (Kp) helicity is

conserved approximately, but the 1 (K IT) helicity is not.

The behaviour as function of t1 for l*0+(K TT) and l+l+(Kp)

is also different. The first wave falls exponentially; the sec-

ond does not.

The results on the J^=l waves are found from the K IT IT p

data and have been verified from independent fits to the K°TT IT p

data.

Also the Jp=2 and 2 intensities obtained from the first

final state are compatible with those obtained from the second.

Part of the 2 wave is clearly due to the K (1420) resonance.

The 2 intensities show no resonance structure.

There is some incompatibility between the 0~0+(K TT) results

from the two final states in certain mass intervals. Me find no

evidence for a 0 resonance.

For all K u and KIT waves we obtain the isospin structure as

function of KTTIT mass. The large 1 0+(K TT) contribution turns out

to be almost exclusively 1=1/2, while the other waves appear to

have substantial 1=3/2 components.
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The energy dependence of the 1 states is determined in a

comparison witfe partial wave results at higher P^a^« 1 0+(K v)

decreases from 4 to 13 GeV/c, but it remains rather constant

above 13 GeV/c. This indicates that also other amplitudes be-

sides pomeron-exchange amplitudes are involved at low Pla^«
 F o r

the other 1 waves more statistics, as well as information at

still higher energies, would be desirable, to get better insight

into their energy dependent behaviour.

For the K IT IT system, produced by charge-exchange, we find

that the 1 wave provides the strongest contribution. The 1 0+

state peaks at roughly the same mass as does the Qoin diffractive

KTTT production. However, the 1 (K. IT) wave has a maximum at ^1.4

GeV, while there is no peak in the 1 (Kp) intensity. Moreover,
*

the relative K it and Kp intensities and polarisation properties

of the 1 wave differ from those in diffractive 1 production.

Relative to 0 0+(KTT), 1 0+(K ir) shows a possible phase variation,

while 1 0+(Kp) does not. These results suggest a resonance con-

tribution to 1" (K IT) but not to 1 (Kp).

The 2 wave can be identified as the K (1420) resonance from

both the mass dependence and the relative phase variations. The
*

Kp/K TT decay branching ratio is 0.36 ± 0.10.

There is, furthermore, a strong contribution from a 1 wave

peaking at M(KTnr) = 1.45 GeV. The phase between the K IT and

Kp decay modes is approximately 180°, which would be consistent

with a resonance interpretation. However, the phase variation of

the 1 wave relative to 2 suggests that only the latter wave is

resonant.
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SAMENVATTING.

In dit proefschrift bestuderen we het (KTTTT) -systeem dat

diffraktief geproduceerd wordt in de reakties

«• «• mm +

Kp + Kitïïp en

— —o — o
Kp + K i ïï p

alsmede het (KITIT) -systeem geproduceerd met ladingsuitwisseling:

K"p

De gegevens zijn verkregen middels een experiment van hoge

statistiek, met inkomende K -mesonen bij 4,2 GeV/c, gebruik ma-

kend van het CERN-2-meter-waterstofbellenvat.

We definiëren en selekterec de drie eindtoestanden uit in

hoofdstuk 2, reduceren en bepalen hun ambiguïteiten om de

cross-sekties van de eindtoestanden te berekenen.

Uit deze eindtoestanden zoeken we de gebeurtenissen welke

het meest waarschijnlijk korrespönderen met het proces waarin

(KTTTT) + nukleon wordt geproduceerd. Het blijkt dat zware selek-

ties (die A- en Y -gebeurtenissen, gebeurtenissen met hoge t' an

met hoge M(KTTTT) verwijderen) noodzakelijk zijn om gegevensverza-

melingen te verkrijgen die. voldoende zuiver (Kirir) + nukleon zijn

om verder geanalyseerd te worden. Deze gegevens bestaan voor een

groot deel uit K ir- en Kp-gebeurtenissen (hoofdstuk 3).

In hoofdstuk 5 en 6 analyseren we de diffraktieve

KTTTT-systemen en het ladingsuitwisselings-Kinr-systeem, gebruik ma-

kend van een partiè'le-golven-analysemethode (waarvan een over-

zicht wordt gegeven in hoofdstuk 4). We beschrijven de

Kinr-systemen in termen van toestanden J Mn(^jn), waar J Mn de

produktie (spin-pariteit, t-kanaalheliciteit en uitwisselingsna-
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tuurlijkheid) en (S.jn) het verval specificeert van (KUIT).

Voor het diffraktieve KiTir-systeem vinden we een grote

J^in'l 0+ -golf die voornamelijk naar K TT vervalt» alsmede een

1 1+ -golf voornamelijk vervallend naar Kp. Deze -golven kunnen

goed geïnterpreteerd worden als twee J al -resonanties op een

lage-massa 1 -achtergrond afkomstig van dubbelperifere (Deck-)

amplitudes. Met een fit van een twee-resonantie-Deckmodel aan

onse 1 -intensiteits- en -fasevariaties vinden we een resonantie

Qj bij M,28 GeV met V ~ 190 MeV (voornamelijk Kp) en een Q2 bij

•\-1.41 GeV met r ~ 200 MeV (voornamelijk K*TT).

De 1 (R TT)- en 1 (Kp)-golven worden zeer verschillend gepro-

duceerd, De produktiecross-sektie van de eerste is veel groter

(̂  een faktor 20) dan die van de tweede. Verder wordt 1 (K TT)

vrijwel uitsluitend in de toestand M=0 geproduceerd. Dit

t-kanaalheliciteitsbehoud geldt voor het Q- en voor het Deckge-

deelte van 1 (K TT). Het tegenovergestelde is het geval voor

1 (Kp): diens M=l -toestand is belangrijker dan de

M»0 -toestand, vooral bij lagere Kp-massa. In het

(Kinr)-s-kanaalstelsel, echter, wordt de 1 (Kp)-heliciteit bij be-

nadering behouden, maar de 1 (K Tr)-heliciteit niet.

Het gedrag als funkt ie van t' voor l+0+(K ir) en l+l+(Kp) is

ook verschillend. De eerste golf daalt exponentieel ,de tweede

niet.

De resultaten betreffende de -golven zijn gevonden uit

de K ir ir p-gegevens en zijn geverifieerd d.m.v. onafhankelijke

fits aan de K TT ir p-gegevens.

Ook de Jp»2 - en 2 -intensiteiten verkregen uit de eerste

eindtoestand zijn in overeenstemming met die verkregen uit de

tweede. Een deel van de 2 -golf is duidelijk toe te schrijven

&an de K (1420)-resonantie.

Er is enige onverenigbaarheid tussen de

0 0+(K ir )-resultaten van de twee eindtoestanden in bepaalde

massa-intervallen. We vinden geen duidelijke aanwijzing voor een

0 -resonantie.
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Voor alle K ir- en Kir-golven hebben we de isospinstruktuur

als funkt ie van Kinr-massa verkregen. De grote 1 0+(K ir)-bijdrage

blijkt bijna uitsluitend 1=1/2 te zijn, terwijl de andere golven

aanzienlijke Is3/2-komponenten blijken te hebben.

De energie-afhankelijkheid van de 1 -toestanden wordt be-

paald d.m.v. een vergelijking met partiè'le-golfresultaten bij
+ *

hogere Piaf 1 0+(K ir) neemt af voor pj a b gaande van 4 naar 13

GeV/c. Dit duidt aan dat ook andere amplitudes behalve pomeron-

uitwi3selingsamplitudes een rol spelen bij lage P^ab' Voor de

andere 1 -golven zouden hogere statistiek, zowel als informatie

bij nog hogere energieën, wenselijk zijn om een beter inzicht in

hun energie-afhankelijke gedragingen te verkrijgen.

Voor het K ir TT -systeem, geproduceerd met ladingsuitwisse-
+

ling, vinden we dat de 1 -golf de sterkste bijdrage levert. De

1 0+ -toestand piekt bij ongeveer dezelfde massa als de Q£ in

diffraktiëve - Kirir-produktie. Echter, de 1 (K ir)-golf heeft een

maximum bij ^1,4 GeV, terwijl er geen piek in de

1 (Kp)-intensiteit is. Bovendien, de relatieve K ir- en

Rp-intensiteits- en -polarisatie-eigenschappen van de 1 -golf

verschillen van die in diffraktiëve 1 -produktie. Ten opzichte

van O~O+(KIT) vertoont 1 0+(K T) een mogelijke fasevariatie

terwijl l'O+(Kp) dat niet doet. Déze resultaten suggereren een

resonantiebijdrage aan 1 (K ir) maar niet aan 1 (Kp).

De 2 -golf kan worden geïdentificeerd als de

K (1420)-resonantie, zowel uit de massa-afhankelijkheid als uit

de relatieve-fasevariaties. De Kp/K ir-vervalsvertakkingsverhou-

ding is 0,36 ± 0,10.

Verder is er een sterke bijdrage van een 1 -golf die bij

M(Kirw) « 1,45 GeV piekt. De fase tussen de K TT- en

Kp-vervalsmodes is o,-»j,ev?er 180°, hetgeen in overeenstemming zou

zijn met een resonantie-interpretatie. Echter, de fasevariatie

van de 1 -golf ten opzichte van

laatste golf resonant is.

2 suggereert dat alleen deze
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